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Abstract
Time-interleaved analog-to-digital converters make use of parallelization to in-
crease the rate at which an analog signal can be digitized. Using M channels at their
maximum sampling frequency allows for an overall sampling frequency of M times
the individual converters’ sampling rate. However, the performance of interleaved
systems suffers from mismatches between the sub-converters. Offset mismatches,
gain mismatches, and timing mismatches all contribute to the degradation of the
resolution of the ADC system.
Offset and gain mismatches can be corrected for in the digital domain with
minimal extra processing. However, the effects of timing mismatches (specifically,
the magnitude of the spurious tones that are introduced) are dependent on the
frequency of the input, so digital correction is not a trivial task. This makes a
circuit-based correction mechanism a much more desirable solution to the problem.
This work explores the effect of timing mismatches on interleaved analog-to-
digital converter performance. A set of requirements is derived to specify the per-
formance of a variable-delay circuit for the tuning of sample clocks. Since the mis-
matches can be composed of both fixed and random components, several candidate
architectures are modeled for their delay and jitter performance. One candidate is
selected for design, based on its jitter performance and on practical considerations.
A practical implementation of the clock-adjustment circuit is designed, featuring
low-noise differential clock paths with high precision delay adjustment. A means
of testing the circuit and verifying the precision of adjustment is presented. The
design is implemented for fabrication, and post-layout simulations are shown to
demonstrate the feasibility and functionality of the design.
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1.1 Time-Interleaved Analog-to-Digital Convert-
ers
In increasingly many applications, the sample rates provided by state-of-the-art
analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) are insufficient at the resolutions required.
High-speed communication systems with optical or wireless signalling and RADAR
systems are just two examples of these high-bandwidth applications. To keep up
with these high-speed systems, one solution is to use time-interleaved ADCs, which
take advantage of parallelization to increase the sample rate.
In these interleaved converters, two or more sub-ADCs are connected in parallel
to the same input, and a clock generator sends sample signals to each converter in
sequence, such that the next sub-ADC can begin conversion while the previous one
is still finishing its conversion. In Figure 1.1, an interleaved system is shown where
4 sub-ADCs are used [1]. The sample clocks for each of the converters are shown in
Figure 1.2. Theoretically, the overall sample rate is the maximum sample rate of one
sub-ADC multiplied by the number of sub-ADCs in the system. However, there are
many stringent requirements on the sub-ADCs that must be enforced, otherwise the
performance of the interleaved system degrades significantly. Mismatches between
the sub-ADCs and their separate signalling paths result in diminished resolution
as well as limitations on the maximum speed of the system.
Therefore, time interleaved analog-to-digital converters require a high level of
matching to achieve high resolution at high speed. Three main manifestations of



















Figure 1.2: Sample timing of an interleaved ADC system with 4 channels
2
offset mismatch, the sub-ADCs have different zero levels, and therefore, different
outputs for the same input, resulting in oscillation in the output for a constant
input. With a gain mismatch, the sub-ADCs have different gains (slope of the
analog-to-digital transfer function), resulting in spurious tones at certain frequen-
cies related to the input frequency and the sampling frequency. Timing mismatches
result in similar spurious tones, but their magnitudes are dependent on the input
frequency.
Careful matching of the circuits and various DSP correcion algorithms have been
able to minimize the impact of offset and gain mismatches. However, timing mis-
matches are more difficult to correct for, due to their frequency-dependent spurious
tone magnitudes. This makes circuit-based correction much more desirable.
This work seeks to analyze the effects of timing mismatches in interleaved
analog-to-digital converters and develop a circuit-based approach to correcting
them, which involves adjusting the timing of the sample signals with a variable-
delay circuit.
1.2 Organization
This thesis is divided up into four main sections. In Chapter 2, an overview of the
effects of timing mismatches in interleaved analog-to-digital converters is presented.
The symptoms of this mismatch are explained and the requirements on a circuit to
alleviate these symptoms are derived. In Chapter 3, several different architectures
for solving the timing mismatch problem are modeled and explored to determine
suitability for implementation. The circuits are compared on their merits and one
is selected for design, implementation, and fabrication for testing. In Chapter 4,
the components of the selected architecture are designed at the block, and then
the transistor level. Schematic simulations are provided to verify the design, and
a testing methodology is presented. Finally, in Chapter 5, post-layout simulation
results are presented to verify that the circuit can be tested and that it will provide
results within some tolerance of the design requirements.
3
Chapter 2




Sample time errors arise from both deterministic and random causes. In non-
interleaved analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), the deterministic (or fixed) timing
errors cause no problem for the system they are in because the error results in a
uniform delay. However, in interleaved ADCs, when each sub-ADC has a different
fixed delay, problems arise due to the timing mismatch between the channels. These
sample time mismatches are often referred to as timing skews. They occur as a
result of differing clock delays from the clock generator to each of the sub-ADCs,
leading to sample intervals that are non-uniform. However, at the output, the
samples are assumed to be ideal and accurate reconstruction of the wave cannot be
done. The random sample time errors affect both interleaved and non-interleaved
ADCs in much the same way and contribute to a reduction in the signal-to-noise
ratio.
In this chapter, the effect of timing skews is examined visually and mathemat-
ically. The resulting error terms are evaluated to determine the effect of these
mismatches on the resolution of the ADC. Finally, since clock jitter affects the sys-
tem in a similar fashion, the effect of clock jitter is examined. Using the results
of these analyses, a set of requirements is defined to guide the design of a variable
clock skew buffer.
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2.2 The Effect of Sample Time Mismatches
2.2.1 Analysis
To illustrate the effect of timing skew mismatches, consider a two-way interleaved
ADC with identical gain and offset in its converters. It can be shown that a two-way
interleaved ADC has the worst performance in terms of mismatches [2], because,
with more converters, the mismatches inevitably average to less than the worst
case.
If a full scale cosine input is applied to the ADC at a frequency fi and the ADC





Ideally the sample period is Tclk = 1/fclk and the resulting samples appear as in
Figure 2.1, where for illustration purposes fclk = 8fi. The samples taken by sub-
ADC1 are marked with the symbol x and those taken by sub-ADC2 are marked with
o. If a mismatch occurs in the sample timing between each sub-ADC, the average
sample period remains equal to Tclk. However, the mismatch between the periods
can be defined as the difference between the time of one sample plus the average
sample period and the time of the subsequent sample on the other sub-ADC, which
can be expressed as
∆T = |T1 + Tclk − T2| (2.2)
Using this definition for the mismatch, then without loss of generality it can
be divided equally between the two sub-ADCs. Hence, the sample intervals for








, ... and the sample intervals for
sub-ADC2 occur at Tclk − ∆T2 , 3Tclk −
∆T
2
, 5Tclk − ∆T2 , .... The resulting samples
appear as in Figure 2.2, where again the samples taken by ADC1 are marked with
x and the samples taken by ADC2 are marked with o.
At the output of the ADC, any timing information regarding the samples is
unknown, and the samples are assumed to be ideally spaced in time. Hence, on
reconstruction of the wave at the output, distortion occurs.
To determine the effects of this distortion, first consider the output of each of

































Figure 2.2: Input cosine wave with skewed interleaved sample intervals
6
scale magnitude and a positive phase shift ∆φ
2
, while ADC2’s output appears as a























These shifted waves are shown in Figure 2.3. The phase shift in each case is related
to the original timing mismatch, ∆T , by the following relationship:
∆φ = 2πfi∆T (2.5)
When the sub-ADC outputs are interleaved, the final output contains two com-
ponents. The first is the dominant signal, which is the original input cosine wave
with a slight reduction in magnitude. The second is an error term that manifests
itself as a sine wave modulated by a frequency of fclk
2
caused by the oscillation back















Figure 2.3: Outputs of each sub-ADC before recombination









































Using the cosine identity cos (u± v) = cos u cos v∓ sin u sin v, Equation (2.6)













































The bound for the error term is derived by taking the difference between the
two outputs.


































Using the same cosine identity as above,
































The error itself appears as a sine wave modulated by half the clock frequency.
This is because the output signal alternates between the two different converters
in an ideal series of impulses of value 1, −1, 1, −1... spaced 1
fclk
apart. There-
fore, one period of this impulse series would be equal to two periods of the clock
frequency. The error is modeled as an amplitude modulated signal between this
sinusoid impulse series and the bound.












Using the sine identity sin u sin v = 1
2
(cos (u− v)− cos (u+ v)), the error term






























































This output is plotted in the frequency domain in Figure 2.4. The figure also
contains the alias at fclk−fi that is a result of the nature of a sampled-data system.
Examining one Nyquist Zone, from f = 0 to f = fclk
2
, reveals that there is a strong
tone at f = fi and a weaker, spurious tone at f =
fclk
2
− fi that is introduced by
the timing mismatch.
2.2.2 ADC Resolution
The spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) of an ADC limits the resolution of the
ADC. The spurious tones produced by the timing mismatch result in a reduction in
the SFDR and hence the resolution of the ADC. The SFDR of a system is defined




























FFT of ADC Output with Time Skew
Figure 2.4: Frequency domain output of an ADC with time skews
In the case of an interleaved ADC, the signal and spurious tones conform to
those derived above. From the previous derivation, the magnitude of the signal















































For very small phase shifts and using the relationship between the phase shift
and the timing mismatch, Equation (2.5), the SFDR can be written in terms of the








It is of interest to note that the SFDR is dependent on the input frequency.
Thus, the resolution of the ADC is signal-dependent and the errors due to timing
skews are worse at higher input frequencies. It is also of interest to note that the
SFDR is not related to the sampling frequency, which may be counterintuitive.
2.2.3 The Effect of Clock Jitter in Interleaved ADCs
The errors in the clock edge associated with jitter are random and vary from cycle-
to-cycle. The average of these errors is zero, but the noise in the output associated
with clock jitter must be accounted for.
The change in sampled voltage associated with a change in sample time will be
directly related by the slope of the input signal at that time. For the same input
signal as in Equation (2.1), the slope of the input is
dVin
dt
= −VFSπfi sin (2πfit) (2.19)




|max = VFSπfi (2.20)
This can be rewritten in the form
∆Vin = VFSπfitj (2.21)
where tj is the root-mean-square (RMS) jitter of the clock and ∆Vin is the corre-
sponding RMS error that translates to the output of the ADC as a result of the
sample jitter. This change in voltage at the output corresponds to an output noise
voltage that reduces the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the ADC, which in turn
reduces the effective resolution of the ADC.
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The SNR of an ADC, when accounting for only noise contributed by jitter, can














It is clear that any increase in the jitter decreases the SNR of the ADC.
2.3 Requirements on Timing Matching
The requirement on the precision of the clock edges in an interleaved ADC comes
from the SFDR and the desired resolution for the ADC. It is customary to reduce






and N is the resolution of the ADC.
VFS
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Assuming that the ADC is sampling the maximum frequency allowed (Nyquist














If the time skew in the ADC is less than or equal to this value, then the dynamic
range will be greater than N bits. Figure 2.5 shows the maximum input frequency
possible for an ADC with a given resolution for various sample timing mismatches.
Table 2.1 provides some examples of the values of ∆T for given Nyquist input
12


























Figure 2.5: The maximum input frequency that is measurable with an interleaved
ADC of a fixed resolution suffering a time error
frequencies and resolutions that can be considered state-of-the-art. For state-of-
the-art interleaved systems, timing mismatch is required to be on the order of
∆T ≈ 25 fs.
Using the common convention of ensuring that the magnitude of the output







requirement on the jitter can be expressed in terms of the input frequency and the













which gives an upper bound for the RMS clock jitter at the sampling circuit. Noting
the similarity between Equation (2.24) and Equation (2.27), Figure 2.5 also shows
the maximum input frequency possible for an ADC with a given resolution for
various sample timing errors. Table 2.1 provides some examples of the values of tj
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for given Nyquist input frequencies and resolutions that can be considered to be
state of the art. It is notable that the effect of timing mismatch and the jitter are
different by a factor of two. Consider that the timing mismatch is a value that
can be positive or negative while the jitter is an RMS value which can only be a
positive value.
Table 2.1: Practical requirements for maximum timing mismatch and jitter to
achieve state of the art resolutions and sampling rates
N fclk fi ∆T tj
16 100 MS/s 50 MHz 56.1 fs 28.0 fs
12 1.8 GS/s 900 Mhz 49.8 fs 24.9 fs
8 28 GS/s 14 GHz 51.3 fs 25.6 fs
2.4 Summary
Timing errors degrade the performance of interleaved ADCs. Timing skews between
channels lead to spurious tones, which decreases the SFDR. Timing jitter increases
the noise, which reduces the SNR. To obtain acceptable ADC performance in an
interleaved ADC, both of these timing errors must be tightly controlled.
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Chapter 3
Methods of Selectively Skewing
Clock Edges
3.1 Introduction
To solve the problem of timing mismatches in interleaved ADCs using circuit tech-
niques, it is necessary to develop a circuit that allows for the skewing of a clock
edge. Evidence shows that the maximum range over which clock edges must be
skewed is on the order of hundreds of picoseconds. Poulton et. al. [3] cite a typical
timing deviation of 50 ps and Conroy et. al. [4] report results showing 25 ps of
timing mismatch, while Yuan and Svensson [5] claim a 500 ps sampling time error.
In advanced CMOS processes, these deviations correspond to multiple gate delays.
The previous chapter suggests that precision on the order of tens of femtoseconds,
corresponding to fractions of a gate delay, are required. Furthermore, very low jit-
ter is required to avoid degradation of the ADC’s SNR. These requirements dictate
the specifications of the clock adjustment circuit.
Several architectures exist that achieve the skewing of a clock edge by large
amounts with fine precision. Therefore, it is useful to compare these circuit struc-
tures in terms of their jitter performance to select an optimal solution.
To enable a comparison of the different structures, this chapter introduces a
basic model for the delay and jitter of a delay element. The model is then elaborated
to include the effects of varying the delay, forming a complete model for the jitter
of a variable delay buffer. Then, three potential solutions that achieve the required
timing adjustment specifications are presented. These architectures are analyzed
for their delay and jitter characteristics, first using the basic model and then using
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the complete model. Conclusions are made about their comparative performance,
and using these conclusions, one of the architectures is selected for implementation.
3.2 Analysis of Delay Architectures
To create a foundation for the models on which the analysis of this chapter is based,
consider the simple inverter, shown in Figure 3.1(a). As a rising edge is applied to








Figure 3.1: (a) An inverter (b) For an input rising edge, and inverter’s output falls
after some intrinsic delay time, td
There is some propagation delay intrinsic to the gate, the majority of which is
a result of the time required to charge or discharge the capacitance at the output
of the gate. Therefore, the delay of the gate (td) is approximately proportional to
the inverse of the slew rate (the rate of change of the output voltage with respect





The RMS jitter (tj) at the output of the gate is approximately equal to the noise
voltage at the output (vn) divided by the slope of the output signal at the transition
point. The slope of the output signal at the transition voltage is the slew rate.





Using the above equations, the jitter is written as a function of the delay as
follows:
16
tj ∝ vntd (3.3)
The definition of the relationship between the jitter and the delay in Equation (3.3)
is valid for any gate structure and forms a basis for the comparison between three
different architectures for adjusting the edge of a clock signal.
3.2.1 Methods of Achieving Fractional Gate Delay Adjust-
ments
The output of a buffer or an inverter can be modeled as a resistive-capacitive (RC)
circuit driven by either a voltage or current source. To create a variable delay, any
one of the three different elements in the RC output circuit can be adjusted to
change the rise and fall time (and therefore, the delay) of the buffer’s output. In
Figure 3.2(a), the resistor is adjusted; in Figure 3.2(b), the capacitor is adjusted; in
Figure 3.2(c), the output current is adjusted. To examine the effect these variable
components have on the delay and the jitter, it is useful to derive equations for the
delay and jitter in terms of R and C.
Assuming that the input of the subsequent stage of the circuit has a switching
threshold of 50%, for a rising edge, the delay of the stage is equivalent to the 50%
rise time of the output. Using the RC time constant, the delay of the gate is
expressed as follows:
td = −RC ln (0.5)
td = 0.69RC (3.4)
It is of note that the delay is independent of the voltage or current source. 1
If a voltage step function is applied to the input of the buffer, then the output
voltage of the buffer has the following form:






The slope of this output is
1In CMOS technology, changing the voltage leads to a change in resistance, which leads to a











Figure 3.2: Variable delay buffer output models. (a) The resistor is adjusted (b)






























It has been shown [6] that the noise voltage at the output of an RC circuit is






and has no dependence on the value of the resistor.
Using Equation (3.8) for the noise voltage and the slew rate definition in Equa-
tion (3.2) on page 16, the following relationship between the jitter and the values











This relationship shows that the jitter has a linear dependence on the output re-
sistance of the buffer, and a square root dependence on the load capacitance. To
illustrate the difference between these options, consider the following; if the circuit
shown in Figure 3.2(a) is used, a doubling of the delay would require a doubling of
the resistance. This doubling of the resistance would cause a doubling of the jitter
as well. However, using the circuit in Figure 3.2(b) implies that a doubling of the
delay requires a doubling of the capacitance, resulting in an increase of a factor of
only
√
2 in the jitter. Thus, varying the capacitance is a better way of varying the
delay in terms of jitter performance then varying the resistance.
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The third method of changing the delay of the buffer is that the current, Id,
in the output stage of the buffer can be adjusted, as shown in Figure 3.2(c). This
method works provided that the switching threshold of the buffer or inverter does
not scale with the current. The result of an increase in current is that the slew rate
of the output increases, and the delay decreases in approximately linear proportion.
However, the increase in current also leads to an increase in the noise voltage.
To determine a relationship between the current, Id, and the jitter, tj, the
delay is estimated using the saturation equations, as in Rabaey [7]. Therefore, it
is acceptable to use the MOSFET noise characteristics in saturation. The noise













This expression, combined with the linear relationship between slew rate and the
current, means that varying the current in the buffer results in the following rela-






The slew rate is proportional to the current, so by Equation (3.1), the delay is
inversely proportional to the current. This means that for a doubling in delay, a
halving of current is necessary. When the current is halved, by Equation (3.12),
the jitter increases by a factor of 23/4.
The required adjustment factor and resulting effect on jitter for each of the three
methods of adjusting the delay are shown in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.3. From the
table and Equations (3.9) and (3.12), it is clear that the increase in jitter caused
by varying the output current is greater than that caused by adjusting the output
capacitance but less than the increase when varying the resistor.
As can be seen in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.3, the variable capacitance structure is
preferred for its noise performance. Increasing the delay results in a smaller increase
in jitter at the output than the other adjustment methods. However, there is a finite
20
Table 3.1: The adjustment necessary to double the delay for each of the parameters
and their effect on the jitter


































Figure 3.3: Normalized output jitter (vn = Td = 1) versus delay for each of the
adjustment methods
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limit on the minimum size of well-characterized capacitors in CMOS processes.
Therefore, if the timing steps achievable using these capacitors are not precise
enough to meet the requirement, it may be necessary to implement a second method
of delay adjustment to complement the variable capacitance. The second preference
is to adjust the current, since it provides the second best jitter performance.
3.2.2 Comparing Three Delay Architectures - A Simple
Model
With the assumption that a gate may either have a fixed delay or a variable delay,
there are three possible approaches to arrange a set of buffers to create adjustable
delays with fine precision and a broad range. These are illustrated in Figure 3.4.
The first, shown in Figure 3.4(a), uses a single variable-delay buffer. The second, in
Figure 3.4(b), uses N variable-delay buffers in series. The third uses N fixed-delay
buffers in series as coarse unit steps, with a multiplexer to select between taps at
each stage in the series, and a variable-delay buffer to provide fine adjustment, as
shown in Figure 3.4(c). It is assumed that the variable-delay buffers can be adjusted
from a finite minimum delay (which, for simplicity, is treated as equal to the delay
of the fixed-delay buffers) to some sufficiently large maximum delay.
Each of these architectures for delay adjustment can be analyzed for their delay
characteristics and their jitter performance using the relationship in Equation (3.3).
Based on a comparison of these analyses, the optimal architecture can be selected
for implementation.
Single Variable Delay Buffer
Examining the first architecture, in Figure 3.4(a), the total delay is a variable delay
that can be adjusted from some finite minimum delay to as large a delay as necessary
to achieve the required maximum edge adjustment. The delay is expressed as
td = Td + ∆DTd
td = Td (1 + ∆D) (3.13)
where Td is the unit delay of a delay buffer and ∆D is the factor by which the delay













Figure 3.4: The three configurations of fixed- and variable-delay buffers to allow
delay adjustment in fine increments with a broad range. (a) A single variable-delay
buffer (b) N variable-delay buffers (c) N fixed-delay buffers and one variable-delay
buffer
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enough to achieve the required timing accuracy, and it may range high enough to
achieve the maximum range of adjustment. In all cases, ∆D ≥ 0.
Using the relationship between delay and jitter in Equation (3.3), the jitter at
the output of the circuit is written as
tj ∝ vnTd (1 + ∆D) (3.14)
Initially, it is useful to assume that changing the delay of the gate does not affect
the noise voltage of the circuit and that vn is a constant. This assumption will
be revisited. Based on Equation (3.14), when vn is independent of ∆D, tj varies
linearly with ∆D, as expected from Equation (3.3).
Many Variable Delay Buffers
Examining the second architecture, in Figure 3.4(b), the total delay is comprised
of N delay stages in series, each of which is adjustable from some finite minimum
gate delay to a sufficiently large maximum delay. Here, the delay is








Comparing this to Equation (3.13), it is clear that the fixed minimum delay in this
case is much greater than in the first option, but the adjustability is equivalent.
It is also clear that the precision of adjustment by each stage is required to be N
times higher in order to achieve the same overall adjustment characteristics.
To determine the jitter in this architecture, begin by examining the jitter in one














The jitter of each stage is a random variable that is uncorrelated between stages,
so the total RMS jitter added to the clock from input to output is determined by














when the RMS jitter for each stage is the same.
Substituting the value obtained for the jitter per stage in Equation (3.16) into











If N = 1, Equation (3.15) reduces to Equation (3.13). Similarly, if N = 1, Equa-
tion (3.19) reduces to Equation (3.14). This means that the first architecture is
simply a special case of the second architecture where the number of stages is
equal to one. The jitter performance of both cases is summarized in Table 3.2 and
Figure 3.5.
When choosing a delay architecture, the preferred solution is the one that gives
the lowest jitter for the desired range of delays. As illustrated by Figure 3.5, the
optimal number of delay stages is different, depending on the amount of delay
adjustment that is necessary. For greater delays, the use of more stages leads to
lower jitter. The lower bound on the jitter, as illustrated by the dotted line in
Figure 3.5 and the bold entries in Table 3.2, can found for all ∆D ≥ 1 by setting
the derivative of Equation (3.19) equal to zero and solving for N . It is found that






2, the minimum is clearly the case where N = 1. To achieve the
minimum jitter over a wide range of delays, it will be necessary to select different
values of N for different ∆Ds.
Many Selectable Fixed Delay Paths and One Variable Delay Buffer
The third architecture consists of N fixed-delay buffers in series with taps between
the buffers, allowing the selective bypassing of any number of the buffers, as shown
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Table 3.2: Output jitter of the circuit for the first two architectures for varying
delays and buffer chain lengths. The lowest jitter for a given delay is in bold.
∆D
0 0.5 1 2 3 4
N
1 vnTd 1.50vnTd 2.00vnTd 3.00vnTd 4.00vnTd 4.50vnTd
2 1.41vnTd 1.77vnTd 2.12vnTd 2.83vnTd 3.54vnTd 4.24vnTd
3 1.73vnTd 2.02vnTd 2.30vnTd 2.89vnTd 3.46vnTd 4.04vnTd
4 2.00vnTd 2.25vnTd 2.50vnTd 3.00vnTd 3.50vnTd 4.00vnTd



























Figure 3.5: Normalized output jitter (vn = Td = 1) versus delay for various lengths
of buffer chains, annotated with lower bound on jitter for a given delay with any
length of chain. The marker at ∆D =
√
2 indicates where the minimum delay
transitions from N = 1 to N = 2.
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in Figure 3.4(c). This is followed by one variable-delay buffer. The selectable fixed-
delay paths allow a coarse delay adjustment by an integer number of gate delays
and the variable-delay buffer allows a variable delay from a minimum of one unit
gate delay to greater than two gate delays. For simplicity, the delay of the fixed
buffers is assumed to be equal to the minimum delay of the variable delay buffer,
although this is not required, so long as the difference between the variable-delay
buffer’s maximum and minimum delays is greater than or equal to the gate delay
of the fixed-delay buffer. The resulting delay from this structure is
td = ∆NTd + Td + ∆DTd
td = ∆NTd + (1 + ∆D)Td (3.21)
where ∆N = 0, 1, 2...k is the integer number of fixed gate delays currently selected
in the coarse adjustment section and ∆D is the fractional adjustment provided by
the variable-delay buffer, as before, which allows fine adjustment of the delay.
Determining the jitter for this architecture requires using a method similar to
Equation (3.17), since the individual gates have random and uncorrelated jitter.
Each fixed-delay buffer has jitter of
tj ∝ vnTd (3.22)
When put together in series, these buffers contribute selectable jitter that is ex-




The variable delay buffer adds the following:
tj ∝ vnTd (1 + ∆D) (3.24)
Combining these gives the total jitter for the circuit:
tj = vnTd
√
∆N + (1 + ∆D)2 (3.25)
The delay provided by this implementation is the same as that provided by the
first option. The minimum delay is Td, with ∆N = 0 and ∆D = 0. The delay is
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increased by increasing ∆D until td = 2Td. At this point, the coarse delay selection
and fine delay adjustment change so that ∆N = 1 and ∆D = 0 again, such that the
delay remains td = 2Td. To increase the delay, this process is repeated, incrementing
∆N and resetting ∆D, as necessary, as shown in Table 3.3.
If this mechanism is used to increase the delay, then the same manipulations
can be applied to the jitter equation to determine the jitter of the circuit. The
results of these calculations are found in Table 3.3 and are plotted in normalized
form in Figure 3.6, with the lower bound from Figure 3.5 for comparison.
Comparing the jitter resulting from the third architecture with the lower bound
on the jitter resulting from the first and second architectures, it is clear that the
third implementation for delay adjustment provides the best jitter performance for
a given delay adjustment. However, it is necessary to revisit the assumption that
the noise voltage does not change with ∆D.
3.2.3 Revisiting the Three Delay Architectures - A Com-
plete Model
The complete jitter model of the delay architectures allows the generalization of the
previous models to account for the change in the noise voltage as the delay of the
variable buffers is adjusted. Each of the three architectures considered previously
is revisited for this purpose, using the variable capacitance model described in
Section 3.2.1.
Single Variable Delay Buffer
For the first architecture, shown in Figure 3.4(a), the delay adjustment using a
single variable-delay buffer can be expressed in terms of R and C by including the








Using this equation and Equation (3.13), definitions of Td and ∆D are written in
terms of R and C:
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Table 3.3: Output jitter of the circuit for the third architecture for varying ∆N
and ∆D
∆N ∆D td tj
0 0 Td vnTd
0 1 2Td 2.00vnTd
1 0 2Td 1.41vnTd
1 1 3Td 2.24vnTd
2 0 3Td 1.73vnTd
2 1 4Td 2.45vnTd
3 0 4Td 2.00vnTd
























Lower Bound, Previous Architecture
Figure 3.6: Normalized output jitter (vn = Td = 1) versus delay as ∆D and ∆N







Td = 0.69RC (3.28)
Incorporating the capacitor adjustment into the equation for the jitter, Equa-





























is once again a
constant, representing the default noise voltage at the minimum delay, because its
variation with ∆D has been taken into account in Equation (3.29). Additionally,
recalling the definitions of Td and SR in Equations (3.27) and (3.7), respectively,
consider that the Td ∝ 1SR still holds. The jitter becomes
tj ∝ Tdvn
√
1 + ∆D (3.30)
This expression allows for the direct comparison with the previous model, Equa-
tion (3.14) on page 24. In Equation (3.29) the jitter has a square root dependence on
the adjustment factor (and the delay) when the delay is controlled by an adjustable
capacitance, while in Equation (3.14) there was a linear relationship.
Many Variable Delay Buffers
For the second architecture, shown in Figure 3.4(b), the delay per buffer is found










This variable delay per buffer is equal to the variable delay of one single buffer in
Equation (3.26), which allows ∆D
N








Td = 0.69RC (3.33)








When the variable capacitor is included in the jitter calculation, the jitter per
buffer is identical to the total jitter in the single buffer architecture in Equa-













N + ∆D (3.35)
Comparing this with the previous model, Equation (3.19) on page 25, the jitter
again has a square root dependence on the adjustment factor ∆D, where previously
there was a linear relationship.
Many Selectable Fixed Delay Paths and One Variable Delay Buffer
For the third architecture, shown in Figure 3.4(c), the delay is comprised of ∆N
fixed delay buffers and one variable delay buffer. When written in terms of R and
C, the delay is expressed as







Using this expression and Equation (3.21), it is clear that the definitions of Td and
∆D are the same as in Equation (3.27) for the single variable buffer case.















∆N + 1 + ∆D (3.37)
Compared to the original model in Equation (3.25), the variable adjustment factor
no longer has the square under the root, resulting in a square root relationship
between the jitter and the delay adjustment.
The jitter for this case is now very similar to that of the second architecture
in Equation (3.35). Consider that in this case, the mechanism for increasing the
delay is such that ∆N + ∆D is a linearly increasing value that increments by
steps corresponding to the precision of adjustment, and (∆N + ∆D) ≥ 0 . Simi-
larly, in the previous architecture, ∆D increases linearly in identical step sizes, and
∆D ≥ 0. The result is that for the case where N = 1, Equation (3.35) is equal to
Equation (3.37). The plot in Figure 3.7 confirms this finding.
Based on these models for the jitter performance, it is clear that the first ar-
chitecture and the third architecture are the same in terms of jitter performance
and delay adjustability. The second architecture (for N > 1) has higher jitter and
higher minimum delay, so it will not be considered further for this application.
The first architecture is less practical than the third because of the variable
capacitor it requires to achieve a wide range of delay with precise increments. The
capacitor must be large, requiring a significantly large silicon die area to implement.
Furthermore, the parasitics associated with switching the capacitance on or off
to adjust the delay add a large parasitic load to the output of the buffer, even
with the load capacitance turned off. This increases the required variable load
capacitance, in order to achieve the appropriate ∆D = ∆C
C
. The third architecture
requires only that the variable capacitance be large enough to double the delay
of the variable buffer. The fixed delay buffers take up significantly less die area
than the capacitance required to achieve equivalent delay in the variable buffer
of the first architecture, and the solution in the third architecture is expandable
to achieve a very large delay if necessary. Therefore, the third architecture is the
best-performing solution to the problem.
It is worthwhile to note that the second architecture is very similar to typical
delay locked loop (DLL) implementations, and its suitability for that application
should not be questioned based on this analysis. For DLLs, the requirement is
typically for many uniform delays. The problem addressed by this thesis requires
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Lower Bound, Previous Model
Figure 3.7: Normalized output jitter (vn = Td = 1) versus delay for each architec-
ture using the revised jitter model, annotated with lower bound on jitter for the
previous model
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only one delay. Hence, these are different problems for which there are different
optimal solutions.
3.3 Conclusion
A basic model and a complete model for a variable-delay buffer were developed.
Based on this analysis, it was concluded that adjusting the load capacitance of a
buffer offers better jitter performance than adjusting the current or the resistance,
although practical limitations may require the use of current adjustment, since this
is still better than the variable resistor solution.
Three architectures exist that allow the adjustment of a delay over a wide range
with high precision. The first uses one variable-delay buffer, the second uses many
variable-delay buffers in series, and the third uses fixed unit-delay steps for coarse
adjustment plus one variable-delay buffer for precision. Comparing these buffers
based on their delay adjustability and jitter performance using the aforementioned
models suggests that the first and third options give equal optimality. Based on
practical considerations, the third architecture is selected for implementation.
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Chapter 4
Design of a Digitally-Controlled
Clock Skew Circuit
4.1 Introduction
As shown in Chapters 2 and 3, it is necessary to design a circuit with a delay ad-
justment precision of 50 fs and tuning range of at least 50 ps, with jitter of less than
25 fs. The chosen architecture consists of a number of selectable fixed-delay paths
and a variable-delay buffer. These are referred to as the coarse delay-adjustment
circuit and the fine delay-adjustment circuit, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.1. It
is necessary to design the components of this: the fixed-delay buffers, path selection







Figure 4.1: A system providing delay adjustment using a coarse delay adjustment
and a fine delay adjustment
The design will be implemented for testing in 0.18µm CMOS technology. Each
circuit component has been designed and simulated in Cadence Design Systems’
electronic design automation software.
This chapter begins by discussing some general considerations for the design. It
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proceeds to discuss the design of the fixed-delay circuit structure and the variable-
delay buffer, first at the gate level and then at the transistor level. Then these
components are brought together to complete the clock adjustment circuit. Finally,
a means for testing the circuit is considered and an effective testing methodology
is designed.
4.2 Single-Ended and Differential Circuits
A general consideration when commencing a design such as this one is with what
type of structure the clock path will be implemented. The two alternatives are
single-ended and differential circuit structures. A single-ended implementation
takes one input and produces one output. All voltages are referenced to ground,
or occasionally the supply voltage. A differential implementation has two comple-
mentary inputs and two complementary outputs, and the signal values are taken
as the difference between the two:
Vout = V
+
out − V −out (4.1)
A single-ended implementation has the drawback that the output is coupled
directly to the supply voltage. Therefore, any noise in the supply will be coupled
to the output. The differential option eliminates this problem because the supply
noise will be coupled equally to the positive and negative outputs. When taken
differentially, the noise cancels:
Vout =
(




V −out + Vsup noise
)
(4.2)
This means that the differential circuits will be significantly less susceptible to
supply noise, implying that the total output noise will be lower than the single-
ended case. Since this circuit is noise-sensitive, the design will use a differential
clock path.
4.3 Fixed-Delay-Step Circuit Design
The coarse delay structure provides delays in steps of some fixed value by selecting
from several different paths with varying numbers of delay elements. The number
of paths required depends on the number of fixed-delay buffers required to span
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the entire tuning range. The minimum tuning range is 50 ps, as determined in the
previous chapter. However, it is prudent to design for a much wider range for proof
of concept and maximum flexibility. Therefore, the fixed-delay paths are designed
to cover a total range of 200 ps.
One structure that provides the required functionality is the one illustrated in
Figure 4.2 [8]. In this structure, the design of the simple delay cells is trivial because
they are simply differential buffers. However, the structure requires the design of a




Figure 4.2: A system for providing fixed delay steps featuring many fixed-delay
buffers and a multiplexer
As an estimate of the complexity of the circuit, the typical gate delay in 0.18µm
CMOS can be approximated to be in the range of 25 ps to 50 ps. Therefore, to
cover the desired tuning range, it is necessary to use at least 4 gates, and as many
as 8. Because of signal-swing requirements, it is difficult to design a differential
multiplexer with more than two inputs. Therefore, to multiplex these signals in
differential form, it is necessary to cascade several layers of 2-input multiplexers,
as in Figure 4.3 where there are four selectable paths with delays of 0 + 2tmux to
6tbuffer + 2tmux.
If the total required delay adjustment range is greater than the one provided
above, another layer of multiplexers is necessary, exponentially increasing the com-
plexity of the circuit. Therefore, alternative solutions are examined.
For a more flexible solution, consider the circuit shown in Figure 4.4. The input
signal (In) is the clock, and the control signal (Ctrl) is a digital value used to
control where the clock propagates in the circuit.





Figure 4.3: A system for providing four different delay paths using multiplexers to










Figure 4.4: A system for providing two different delay paths using a NAND gate
switching structure
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the output is forced to be 1, irrespective of the value of the other input), while a
passive input is a 1 (whereby the value of the other input determines the value of
the output; the other input being a 0 results in a 1 at the output, while a 1 results
in a 0 at the output, and a toggling of the second input results in a toggling of the
output).
Referring to Figure 4.4, if the control signal is a 0, then the inputs to Gate 1
are 1 and a clock, and the clock propagates, inverted, to the net marked A. The
inputs to Gate 2 are 0 and a clock, and the 0 forces B to be 1. Gates 3 and 4, with
their inputs tied together, act as inverters, so C is 0 and D is 1. Thus the inputs to
Gate 5 are 1 and the inverted clock, and the output of the circuit is the clock. In
this example, the clock has passed through 2 NAND gates and has therefore been
delayed by 2tNAND, where tNAND is the gate delay from the input to the output
of the NAND gate. The truth table for this circuit, summarizing this scenario, is
shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Truth table for a coarse delay structure using NAND gates to select
between two different paths
In Ctrl A B C D Out Delay
clock 0 clock 1 0 1 clock 2tNAND
clock 1 1 clock clock clock clock 4tNAND
Alternatively, if the control signal is a 1, then the inputs to Gate 1 are 0 and a
clock. Therefore, A becomes a 1. The inputs to Gate 2 are 1 and a clock, meaning
B becomes the clock, inverted. Once again, Gates 3 and 4 act as inverters, so C
becomes the clock and D becomes the clock, inverted again. The inputs to Gate 5
are the inverted clock and 1, resulting in an output of the clock. Now, the clock
has passed through 4 NAND gates and has experienced a delay of 4tNAND. This
example is summarized in the truth table in Table 4.1.
This structure is expandable to create as many delay paths as desired by recur-
sively replacing the two NAND gates with shorted inputs by a copy of the whole
circuit as many times as desired. To illustrate this, Figure 4.5 shows the case where
there are four different paths through the circuit, providing similar delay to the
buffers-and-multiplexer solution in Figure 4.3. A condensed truth table for this
circuit is shown in Table 4.2, showing that the delay of the paths increments by


























Figure 4.5: A system for providing four different delay paths using a NAND gate
switching structure
Table 4.2: Truth table for a coarse delay structure using NAND gates to select
between four different paths
In Ctrl1 Ctrl2 Ctrl3 Gates Passed Through Delay
clock 0 0 0 1, 11 2tNAND
clock 1 0 0 2, 3, 10, 11 4tNAND
clock 1 1 0 2, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11 6tNAND
clock 1 1 1 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 8tNAND
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Comparing the original buffer-and-multiplexer architecture with this NAND
architecture, several important distinctions can be made. First, the NAND archi-
tecture contains just one type of logic gate, repeated many times. The buffer-and-
multiplexer system requires the design and optimization of a buffer and a multi-
plexer. Therefore, there is less design effort required for the NAND implementation.
Furthermore, the NAND implementation is easily expandable to as many steps as
desired with no extra overhead, while the expansion of the buffer/multiplexer solu-
tion requires increasing the complexity of the multiplexer exponentially. Thus, the
NAND switching architecture is selected for implementation.
4.3.1 Design of MOS Current Mode Logic NAND Gate
To implement the NAND switching architecture for coarse delay increments, it is
necessary to design and optimize a differential NAND gate for low jitter. The
class of digital logic that provides differential signaling is called current mode logic
(CML). When implemented in CMOS, it is also called MOS current mode logic
(MCML) [9].
Rabaey and Musicer [10] designed MCML gates for low noise. A NAND gate
similar to theirs is shown in Figure 4.6, the difference being the extra transistors
(M2c,d) added to the inverting output pulldown path to balance the rise times.
The logic is performed by transistors M1a,b and M2a-d. M0 sets the tail current
in the gate. M3a,b are load transistors whose equivalent resistance, along with the
tail current, determines the voltage swing seen at the output. When the output is
high, all of the current is switched to one side of the gate, and the output voltage
on that side of the gate is the supply minus the drop across the PMOS device. On
the other side, the PMOS device pulls the output up to the supply voltage.
The design of the load PMOS devices for this type of logic affects the logic levels,
the speed of the gate, and the noise at the output of the gate. Based on Maneatis’
study of low-jitter delay generation [11], for low noise and linearity, the load devices
should be partitioned into two symmetric devices in parallel, one biased externally
and the other diode-connected, as shown in Figure 4.7(a).
For the purpose of this circuit, the linearity is not critical, because it is the
threshold crossing of the clock signal that determines the sample instance. As long
as that instance is well-defined and tightly controlled, the linearity of the circuit
may be poor without significantly affecting the performance of the ADC. Therefore,
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Figure 4.6: MCML NAND gate
design improves. Through a series of simulations, discussed later in Section 4.4.1,
it has been determined that the noise can be reduced at the cost of linearity by
changing the symmetric load devices into diode-connected PMOS devices, as shown
in Figure 4.7(b). Doing so also reduces the complexity of the circuit because there
is no longer a need to generate a bias voltage for the PMOS load devices.
PMOS_bias
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: (a) Symmetric PMOS load devices for low jitter and high linearity (b)
A diode-connected PMOS load device for lower jitter but poor linearity
The implementation of the MCML NAND uses diode-connected PMOS load
transistors for simplicity and noise performance. In addition, for low noise, the
current must be high, as shown by Weigandt [12]. Therefore, as a starting point,
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a tail current of 1 mA is selected. With a fixed current, the device sizes can be
adjusted to achieve the optimal jitter for that current. Then the current and device
width can be increased, keeping the current density constant, to achieve the required
results.
Since it is desirable to operate at high frequencies, the capacitive loading should
be minimized by using devices that are as small as possible. As such, the minimum
lengths are used for the input NMOS devices and the load PMOS devices.
The load devices are sized to provide an appropriate swing at the output. Since
the NAND will be loaded by other NAND gates and by the variable delay buffer,
the output swing must be sufficient to switch the current in subsequent gates. In
order to switch the current in a subsequent gate, the output swing must be greater
than
√
2Vov of the subsequent gate [13]. Additionally, the swing should be high
enough to dominate over any noise in the system, but must ensure that all of the
devices remain in saturation. Therefore, a voltage swing in the range of 300 mV to
400 mV is acceptable.
As a starting point, 350 mV is selected as the swing. The output swing is
determined by the voltage drop across the PMOS devices. The maximum voltage
occurs when the PMOS device turns off (i.e., Vmax = VDD − |Vtp |). The minimum
voltage occurs when the entire tail current is passing through the drain of the PMOS
device (i.e., IDp = Itail) and the output voltage is equal to Vmin = VDD−|Vtp |−|Vovp|.
Hence, the swing at the output of the gate is







Using this formula and the minimum length (i.e., LP = 0.18µm), the PMOS device
width can be determined to be WP ≈ 50µm.






≈ 250 mV. The devices are sized so that the rise and fall times are balanced.
A quick series of simulations determines that an appropriate starting size is WN ≈
20µm.
The circuit is optimized for low jitter by increasing the current density in the
devices. Keeping the current density constant ensures that the overdrive voltages
remain as designed. A series of simulations are done to determine the final device
sizes and tail current for low jitter. The final device sizes are shown in Table 4.3.
The designed tail current is 8 mA.
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Table 4.3: MCML NAND transistor sizes
M0 M1a,b M2a-d M3a,b
W 200µm 80µm 80µm 210µm
L 0.18µm 0.18µm 0.18µm 0.18µm
4.3.2 Simulation Results
A plot of the delay performance of the NAND structure is shown in Figure 4.8. As
the control signals are changed, shown in green and blue at the top of the figure,
the total delay of the circuit steps up from 110.5 ps to 352.8 ps in steps of about
121.1 ps, as shown in red.Aug 4, 2010
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Figure 4.8: Delay results from the NAND gate switching circuit
A plot of the output and noise of the NAND circuit, with the longest path
activated (noisiest case), is shown in Figure 4.9. The simulations were run following
the procedure outlined in Appendix B. Using the values for the slope and the noise


















= 76.2 fs (4.5)
While this jitter value does not meet the jitter requirement specified in the previous
chapter, due to an impending tape-out deadline, the results were deemed sufficient
to provide meaningful results. If necessary during testing, data can be collected
over a long period of time and averaged to minimize the effects of the jitter. A table
summarizing the delay and noise characteristics of the NAND circuit is shown in
Table 4.4.Aug 11, 2010
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Figure 4.9: Noise simulation results from the NAND gate switching circuit. The
middle plot shows the noise for the rising edge and the right plot shows the noise
for the falling edge
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Table 4.4: Summary of NAND gate delay switching circuit performance
Min. Delay Max. Delay Delay Step tjrise tjfall
110.5 ps 352.8 ps 121.1 ps 77.7 fs 76.2 fs
4.4 Variable-Delay Buffer Circuit Design
The variable-delay buffer is designed to provide adjustable delays in steps of 50 fs
that span the steps provided by the NAND gate coarse delay switching circuit.
Making the assumption that the minimum delay of the buffer will be approximately
equal to one step of the NAND switching circuit, the maximum delay provided by
the variable-delay buffer must be greater than double the minimum delay.
Ideally, the circuit must vary the delay by adjusting the load capacitance, as
shown in Chapter 3. If the variable capacitance precision is not high enough, the
current in the buffer can be varied to obtain the desired delay steps, at greater cost
in terms of noise.
The buffer is designed for low noise using Weigandt’s delay stage as a basis [12],
which is shown in Figure 4.10. The device is biased with a replica circuit that allows










Figure 4.10: Basic differential delay stage
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Maneatis [14] improved this delay stage by increasing the linearity of the output
using symmetric load devices where two PMOS devices are placed in parallel to one
another for each load, as shown in Figure 4.11. One PMOS transistor is biased with
the replica bias circuit and the other is diode-connected, and the non-linearities of









Figure 4.11: Basic differential delay stage using symmetric load PMOS devices
4.4.1 PMOS Load Devices
These circuits by Weigandt and Maneatis are designed for use in phase-locked loops
(PLL), delay-locked loops (DLL), and voltage controlled oscillators (VCO) as delay
stages. In these applications, their linearity is important. For the adjustment of
a clock edge, the most significant concerns are the precise timing of the threshold
crossing and the jitter. Therefore, it is not necessary to follow Maneatis’ design
exactly.
As an experiment, a simple delay buffer was designed using Maneatis’ circuit
diagram. The total combined widths of the PMOS load devices was kept constant,
such that Wdiode +Wbias = const, where Wdiode is the width of the diode-connected
PMOS and Wbias is the width of the biased PMOS device. Then the ratio of
Wbias
Wdiode
was varied, and the noise was simulated in Cadence to determine how the trade-off
between the load devices affected the jitter. All other circuit parameters were kept
constant.
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The results of this simulation are shown in Figure 4.12. The data point that is
not shown on the plot because of the logarithmic scale is the one where the ratio is
zero, such that there is no biased PMOS device, and the load is purely the diode-
connected device. This data point shows that the downward trend below a ratio of
0.05 continues, and at Wbias
Wdiode
= 0 the jitter is tj = 70.5 fs.
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Figure 4.12: The jitter with respect to the ratio between the widths of the diode-
connected PMOS device and the biased PMOS device
This plot is interesting in that it has one local minimum near the symmetric
point, where Wbias
Wdiode
= 1. This point is the one that also maximizes linearity. For
PLLs, DLLs, and VCOs, this is excellent because the jitter is optimal at the same
point that the linearity is maximal, per Maneatis [14]. However, it is possible to
achieve even better performance, considering the needs of this circuit do not include
optimal linearity as long as the timing of the clock edges is precise and accurate.
One reason for the improvement in jitter as the size of the diode-connected
PMOS is increased is that the gate of the diode-connected PMOS device is con-
nected to the output of the gate. Hence, as its size is increased, the capacitance
at the output also increases and begins to dominate. As shown in Chapter 3, in-
creasing the capacitance at the output of the buffer reduces the jitter when all
other parameters are constant. This makes sense because a larger capacitor is able
to absorb more thermal noise current (and other noise sources) with less voltage
variation.
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Another reason for the improvement in noise is that the biased PMOS device
is also acting like a common source amplifier and amplifying the noise from the
biasing circuit into the buffer. While the gain of this amplifier is low, this adds
to the total noise at the output of the buffer. Eliminating this bias simplifies the
required circuitry and improves the noise performance.
An added bonus of the larger capacitance at the output is that the total ca-
pacitance in the ∆C
C
term is larger, meaning that for a fixed capacitor step size, a
smaller delay step is possible. This leads to greater precision, which is desirable in









Figure 4.13: Differential delay stage using diode-connected PMOS load devices
4.4.2 Delay Buffer Design
The delay stage shown in Figure 4.13 has several degrees of freedom that can be used
to achieve optimal noise performance of the system. The current, voltage swing,
supply voltage, and transistor sizes can be adjusted to achieve the best possible
results. However, this many degrees of freedom can make the design difficult to
optimize, and the models for deep sub-micron CMOS technologies are complicated.
A design procedure using the simplest models for MOS transistors has been followed
to obtain a starting point with which simulations can be run. Since the simulator’s
models are more accurate, final optimization has been done using the simulator.
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Weigandt concludes that the timing jitter in a differential delay stage is inversely
proportional to the supply current [12]. He also shows that timing jitter is inversely
proportional to the square root of the capacitance at the output. Consider that
the load capacitance usually consists of the diffusion capacitance of the drains of
the output devices as well as the gate capacitance of the input of the subsequent






Using these two conclusions, there are two ways to provide low jitter. The first is
to increase the current in the devices and the second is to increase the size of the
devices to increase the load capacitance.
To obtain an initial design for the simulator, a relatively high tail current is
selected. For this design, Itail = 1 mA was chosen. To switch the current in the
differential circuit completely to one side or the other, a differential input swing of
±
√
2Vovn is needed [13], where Vovn is the overdrive voltage of the input transistors.
To be switchable by the output swing of the NAND gates that will be driving
the buffer, an overdrive voltage of Vovn =
Vswing√
2
≈ 250 mV is required. Using the
saturation region current model for the transistors and typical device parameters
for the 0.18µm CMOS process from TSMC, the required W
L
ratio for the NMOS







Using minimum-length devices for the input, this results in transistors of the size
WN = 20.5µm, LN = 0.18µm.
Since it may be desirable to connect these delay buffers in series with one an-
other, the output swing must be at least equal to the input swing requirement.
The output voltage swing is determined by the resistive drop across the PMOS
load devices. At each output node, the maximum voltage occurs when the devices
are turned off when the voltage rises above VDD − |Vtp |. Similarly, the minimum
voltage at each node occurs when the entire current in the gate is switched to that
side, and the voltage drops to VDD − |VGSp| where VGSp is determined using the
current equation. The voltage swing at the output of the gate is then
Vswing = VDD − |Vtp| − VDD + |VGSp | = |Vovp| (4.8)
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For minimum-length devices, this yields a size of WP = 48µm, LP = 0.18µm.
When connecting several of these devices in series, it is ideal to have regenerative
gates for sub-optimal input voltages to be corrected in the circuit. To achieve this,
it is necessary for the circuit’s small signal gain to be greater than unity. However,
large gains also amplify the noise from earlier stages at the output, so the gain
must not be so high that it impedes the noise performance of the circuit. The gain
of the differential circuit is given by the following:















This gain of about 1.4 provides a margin of safety over unity, but is not so large
that the noise in the circuit will be amplified significantly.
The final part of the circuit that must be designed is the tail current source.
The ideal current source has high resistance so that its current is not dependent
on the voltage across it. However, the device must be wide enough to carry the
required current safely.
For the current source transistor, the important considerations are the small
signal gain and the output resistance. The output resistance should be high to
prevent variations in the tail current. The small signal gain should be low to
minimize the amount of noise amplified from the biasing circuit into the tail of
the differential pair [12]. To keep the small signal gain low, the overdrive voltage
is designed to be relatively high so that the gm of the transistor is low. This is
limited by the need to keep the other transistors in saturation and the signal swing
requirements at the output. The size W = 50µm and L = 0.18µm is selected as a
starting point.
With the devices sized as above, the design was entered into Cadence and sim-
ulated for jitter and delay. First, the width of the PMOS load devices was swept to
determine the optimal size for low jitter. Several different constant current values
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were used. The results of the sweep are shown in Figure 4.14. From these results,
it is clear that as the current is increased, the jitter decreases. Additionally, the
optimal jitter for constant current appears to occur when the ratio between the
NMOS width and the PMOS width is in the range of 2.5 to 2.75.
Const Current
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Figure 4.14: The jitter with respect to the ratio between the widths of the load
PMOS (W P) and the input NMOS (W N) for different tail currents
Next, the tradeoff between current and jitter was examined by keeping the device
sizes constant and sweeping the tail current. The results of these simulations are
shown in Figure 4.15. As the current is increased, the jitter decreases in an inverse
relationship, as expected. It is notable that using the ratio WN
WP
= 2.5, the circuit
breaks down with current greater than 1 mA, while the circuit with ratio WN
WP
= 2.75
remains functional up to 1.5 mA.
To find the optimal point where further increases in current result in diminishing
returns in terms of jitter, the figure of merit FOM = Itail×tj is used. As the current
is increased, the jitter decreases, so the minimum of this figure of merit is the point
at which the best tradeoff between current and jitter exists. This FOM is plotted
in Figure 4.16, and the optimal point occurs at Itail = 1 mA.
The last step of the design optimization process is to increase the current and the





















Figure 4.15: The jitter as a function of the tail current for fixed device sizes
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Figure 4.16: The figure of merit used to optimize the tradeoff between current and
jitter
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the buffer is reduced below the threshold. Following this optimization, the buffer’s
transistors have the sizes shown in Table 4.5. After optimization, the tail current
is designed to be 8 mA. In the layout, the transistors are implemented as fingered
devices, each with a width of 2.5µm. This is done to share drain diffusions, and
therefore reduce the capacitance seen at the output of the buffer.
Table 4.5: Delay buffer transistor sizes
M1 M2a,b M3a,b
W 200µm 80µm 210µm
L 0.18µm 0.18µm 0.18µm
The buffer’s performance is shown in Table 4.6. The buffer has an intrinsic
delay of 13.2 ps, which means that to achieve the adjustment range required to
span the steps provided by the NAND circuit, the buffer must be able to in-
crease its delay by a factor of 5. However, when the adjustable load capaci-
tors are added, this adjustment factor will be reduced, as discussed in the next
section. Additionally, the delay buffer has output jitter of 26.4 fs. Combined
with the worst-case output noise of the NAND gate, the total output jitter is
tj =
√
(13.2× 10−15)2 + (76.2× 10−15)2 = 77.3 fs.
Table 4.6: Summary of delay buffer performance
Delay tj
24.588 ps 13.2 fs
4.4.3 Delay Adjustment with Variable Capacitor
In terms of jitter performance, the best way to adjust the delay of a buffer is to
vary its load capacitance, as shown in the previous chapter. Therefore, to provide
a digitally-controlled variable capacitor, circuit structures providing switchable ca-
pacitive loads are explored.
There are several structures that implement a switchable capacitive load. The
ideal solution is fully differential, such that any mismatches would affect both sides
of the differential buffer equally. Each of the simple circuit structures discussed
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here are repeated as necessary in order to provide the total load needed to be able
to change the delay from one gate delay to the more than six gate delays required
to span the NAND circuit delay steps.
One differential capacitive circuit proposed to accomplish switchable steps is
shown in Figure 4.17. The capacitor is connected differentially between the inputs,
which are connected to the output of the delay buffer. Transistors are used as
switches to connect the capacitor to the external circuit when desired. Unfortu-
nately, it is not an ideal candidate for implementation because there is no way to
control the voltage at the source terminal, and therefore no way to set the VGS of
the transistor to guarantee that it will be on and fully conductive at all times that





Figure 4.17: A differential switchable load capacitor configuration using transistors
as switches to connect the inputs to the capacitor between them
A second differential solution is proposed in Figure 4.18. This circuit does not
suffer from the problem of having floating transistor terminals. When C1 = C2 =




by turning on the switches and effectively shorting the two nodes together.
This solution adds a fixed capacitive load by default and increments the load by
bypassing the middle capacitor. It is also more susceptible to mismatch than the
single-capacitor design, though less so than a single-ended capacitor solution.
To analyze the effectiveness of this circuit, begin by considering the following.
If the objective of this circuit structure is to enable switching over the range of one
gate delay to at least two gate delays, then the capacitive load added when all the
switches are closed must be an effective doubling of the load when all the switches
are open. Expressed mathematically,
td min = 0.69RC
td max = 0.69R (C + ∆C) ≥ 2td min









Figure 4.18: One unit of a differential switchable load capacitor configuration that
uses transistors as switches to bypass the middle capacitor, varying the load seen
from the inputs
Examining the switching unit circuit structure in Figure 4.18, when the switches
are open, the total capacitance seen between the inputs is expressed as follows:




When the switches are closed, the capacitance changes to the following:




In practice, these individual capacitors C1 and C2 are made to be as small as
possible to provide small unit steps, and the units are repeated many times to
provide delay control. However, in this analysis, C1 represents all of the C1 unit
capacitors lumped together (same for C2), since the two cases that are needed for
consideration are the minimum and maximum delay cases where the switches are
either all open or all closed. Proportionally, C1
C2
is the same, regardless of whether
the unit circuit or the lumped circuit is considered.
The total capacitance seen by the buffer’s output in the minimum delay situation
is given by the following:
Cmin = Cint + Copen (4.14)
where Cint is the intrinsic parasitic capacitance of the buffer’s output and the input
of the subsequent gate. The maximum delay situation connects the following total
load to the buffer:
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Cmax = Cint + Cclosed (4.15)
Subtracting Equation (4.14) from Equation (4.15) gives the change in capacitance
as
∆C = Cint + Cclosed − Cint − Copen = Cclosed − Copen (4.16)
To at least double the load capacitance, ∆C must be greater than or equal to
the minimum capacitance, Cmin, in Equation (4.14):
Cclosed − Copen ≥ Cint + Copen (4.17)
Substituting for Copen and Cclosed from Equations (4.12) and (4.13), respectively,
the following result is obtained:







This leads to the conclusion that C1 > 2C2 by some safety margin that is dependent
on the output capacitance of the delay buffer. Since the devices in the delay buffer
are large, both the drain capacitance and the gate capacitance of the following stage
contribute to this intrinsic capacitance, so it is not insignificant.
The effect of selecting different ratios between C1 and C2 can be seen in Ta-
ble 4.7, where everything is normalized to C2 = 1. As
C1
C2
is increased from 2, the
size of the capacitor step increases as C2 becomes more and more dominant over
Copen. This translates into a loss of precision for a variable-delay buffer using this
differential capacitor structure to change the delay. As seen in the table, the step
size passes one unit capacitor when C1
C2
is slightly greater than 3.
Table 4.7: The effect of increasing the ratio of C1 to C2 on the capacitor step size
C1 C2 Copen Cclosed ∆C
2C C 0.5C 1C 0.5C
3C C 0.6C 1.5C 0.9C
4C C 0.67C 2C 1.33C
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To determine if the step sizes provided by this circuit configuration are small
enough to meet the needs of the variable delay buffer, simulations 1 were run where
the variable load capacitance is adjusted one switching unit at a time. The delay
through the buffer is computed in each case. The results, shown in Table 4.8 and
Figure 4.19, confirm the finding that as the capacitor ratio is increased, the steps
become less precise. Furthermore, these results show that the step sizes provided by
this circuit configuration are rather large, and if an alternative solution is possible
that would give more precise steps, it should be pursued.






40 fF 20 fF 2 2.52 ps
60 fF 20 fF 3 3.81 ps
80 fF 20 fF 4 5.36 ps
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Figure 4.19: Simulation results of increasing the ratio of C1 to C2 on the delay step
size [Note: these simulations were not run with the final delay buffer design]
1These simulations are not run using the final design for the delay buffer, but used the same
buffer circuit for comparison purposes.
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Noteworthy about this capacitor circuit is that there are three capacitors in the
structure, and two must be more than twice the size of the third. Since capacitance
is proportional to area, this means that for each repeated capacitance switch, there
are more than 5 minimum-sized units of capacitance required. A single-ended
solution can provide the same adjustment with just 2 units of capacitance in a
structure that is somewhat more susceptible to mismatch. While increasing area
is not generally of great concern in modern CMOS processes, this design is limited
by the amount of area allocated to it on a shared fabrication run.
In the interest of reducing the area required by the design, a single-ended ca-
pacitor structure is explored. The single-ended circuit is shown in Figure 4.20. A
circuit such as this must be attached to both the inverting and non-inverting out-
puts of the delay buffer. This introduces a susceptibility to mismatch, as the loads
are independent from one another, but through careful layout these can be made





Figure 4.20: One unit of a single-ended switchable load capacitor configuration that
uses transistors as switches to ground the bottom plate of the capacitor, varying
the load seen from the inputs (In)
When the transistor switch is open, the bottom plate of the capacitor is con-
nected in series with the total capacitance of the transistor’s drain. Since the drain
capacitance is at least an order of magnitude smaller in comparison to the MIM
capacitor, when they are connected in series, the equivalent capacitive load is
Copen = C//Cdd ≈ Cdd (4.19)
The circuit contributes very little to the buffer’s load, since Cdd is very small. When
the transistor is turned on and the bottom plate of the capacitor is connected
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directly to ground, the load capacitance is
Cclosed = C (4.20)
and the change in load capacitance from open to closed is
∆C = C − Cdd ≈ C (4.21)
Using this circuit structure, it is clear that it is trivial to increase the delay of the
gate twofold by doubling the load capacitance, so long as sufficient single-ended
switchable capacitors are connected.
In the single-ended circuit, each additional capacitor of value C adds approxi-
mately C to the total load capacitance when its switch is closed. From Table 4.7
above, the differential circuit must be configured with a ratio C1
C2
of slightly greater
than 3 to accomplish the same increment of loading. However, at this ratio, there
is a much greater intrinsic capacitance loading the buffer, and so the resulting step
size (proportional to ∆C
C
) is smaller for the differential circuit. This is confirmed
by the simulation results 2 shown in Table 4.9. The delay adjustment step size for
the single-ended circuit is matched by that of the differential circuit with ratio of
approximately 4. Since it is possible that the ratio of C1 and C2 in the differential
circuit would have to be this high anyway, due to the intrinsic capacitance, the
precision of each of these implementations can be seen as roughly the same.




The single-ended capacitor circuit is preferred for its ease to doubling the de-
lay of the gate as well as its smaller area. Therefore, it is selected for the final
implementation.
When simulated with the final design for the delay buffer, the capacitive loading
increases the minimum delay from 24.6 ps to 39.7 ps. Additionally, the delay ad-
2These simulations were not run using the final design for the delay buffer, but used the same
circuit for comparison.
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justment steps provided by the circuit are much more precise than in the previous
simulation, at about 500 fs. The results are shown in Table 4.10 and Figure 4.21.
Table 4.10: Simulation results of the delay step size provided by the single-ended
capacitor circuit using the finalized buffer design
Min Delay Delay Step
39.7 ps 0.497 ps
Aug 12, 2010
Delay Per Stage














M0(40.826ps)0(40.826ps)( . )( . )( . )
M1(41.287ps)1(41.287ps)( . )( . )( . )
M2(41.769ps)2(41.769ps)( . )( . )( . )
M3(42.262ps)3(42.262ps)( . )( . )( . )
M4(42.778ps)4(42.778ps)( . )( . )( . )
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Figure 4.21: Delay results from the single-ended capacitor circuit connected to the
delay buffer
Capacitor Array Design and Layout
The most reliable and well-characterized capacitor available in the 0.18µm CMOS
process is the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitor. This capacitor uses the fifth
metal layer and the capacitor top metal (CTM) layer, which are very close in
proximity to one another and provide reasonably high capacitance per unit area.
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The smallest capacitor that can be built is 4µm by 4µm [15], which results in a
capacitance of approximately 20 fF, as shown in Figure 4.22. This is the value of
capacitance used in the simulations in the analysis above. In the figure, the yellow
rectangles represent metal layer 6 (M6), the light blue polygons represent M5, and
the dark gray rectangle is the CTM.
Figure 4.22: Extracted view of the smallest possible MIM capacitor in 0.18µm
CMOS
In order to increase the delay of the buffer from its minimum delay of 39.7 ps
to 160.8 ps (to span the NAND gate steps of 121.1 ps), with steps of 0.497 ps, 243
steps are required. Since the circuit will be digitally controlled and it is desirable to
have some overlap for safety margin, the circuit is designed with 256 capacitors, in
binary groups, providing 8 bits of delay control. To solve any monotonicity errors,
several extra unit capacitors are added so that they may be switched on or off under
circumstances where the binary groups of capacitors provide non-monotonic delay
steps.
The capacitors are carefully laid out in an array to ensure that the parasitics
within the array are the same for each of the capacitors. To this end, the array of
capacitors is surrounded by disconnected dummy capacitors on all sides so that the
outer connected capacitors are surrounded by metal at the same relative locations
and spacing as the ones in the middle of the array. This helps to ensure that each
unit capacitor has the same value including all parasitics.
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One further consideration when laying out the capacitor arrays is the matching
from one side of the differential circuit to the other. In order to alleviate the
potential for mismatch, the arrays are not mirrored, but laid out in the same
direction on each output. The reason for this is that any misalignment occurring
during the fabrication process will be applied in the same direction to each array,
rather than in the relative opposite direction that would result from having them
mirrored.
To help explain this, consider the diagrams in Figures 4.23(a) and 4.23(b). If the
misalignment in the fabrication process has the CTM layer slightly to the right of
where it is supposed to be (as illustrated in these diagrams), then in Figure 4.23(a),
the CTM moves closer to the M5 interconnect beside it in both arrays. However,
in Figure 4.23(b), the same misalignment results in the CTM in Array 1 moving
closer to the M5 interconnect, while the CTM in Array 2 moves away from the M5
block. Since the proximity of two metals affects the capacitance between them, the
parasitics seen by each of these CTM squares are not the same and a mismatch oc-
curs between the differential outputs. Since this is very undesirable, the capacitors



















Figure 4.23: (a) Capacitor array components laid out in the same orientation on
both sides of the differential buffer output (b) Capacitor array components laid out
symmetrically on each side of the differential buffer output
It is clear from the results in Figure 4.21 that there is a need for more precise
delay adjustment than that provided by the variable load capacitance. Therefore, it
is necessary to investigate varying the delay by adjusting the current in the buffer.
4.4.4 Delay Adjustment with Variable Current
The delay in the gate can be increased by decreasing the current in the delay buffer.
By decreasing the tail current, the capacitive load at the output does not charge as
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quickly, resulting in a slower-slewing edge and therefore a greater delay. For precise
control of the buffer’s delay, very small decrements of the current are necessary.
This method of delay adjustment is not linear, and therefore cannot be relied on
to span large ranges. Since the capacitor switching provides delay steps of 500 fs,
and steps of 50 fs are required, then 10 steps must be provided by the current-
adjustment circuit. However, to ensure that there are no gaps in the range and
to use binary weightings in the digitally-controlled adjustment circuit, 4 bits of
current adjustment are designed, giving 16 delay steps.
One method of varying the current in the delay buffer is to utilize switchable
current-starving transistors in the tail. The current-starving transistors are placed
in series with and below the current source transistor, as shown in Figure 4.24. The
current-starving transistors have the effect of reducing the VGS of the current source
transistor, leading to a reduction in tail current. One large transistor that is always
on is placed in parallel with many small unit transistors in binary groupings. The
tail current is digitally controlled by switching the small transistors on to increase












Figure 4.24: Complete differential delay stage with variable current-starving tran-
sistors in the tail








Hence, if the assumption is made that the current varies linearly with the width
of the current-starving device (which is not generally accurate, but to a first-order
approximation over very small ranges of the device width, it is reasonable), then
the ratio of the width of the small unit devices to the width of the large device




Taking the small device’s size to be 420 nm for easy implementation (this is the
minimum size transistor that can be laid out with the standard parameterized
cell), this means that the large device must be 336µm wide.
In simulation, it turns out that this gives far too great of precision and delay
steps that are almost indistinguishable. Through a series of simulations, the widths
of the current-starving transistors are optimized. The final values are shown in
Table 4.11. Additionally, there are 5 bits of control designed into this circuit, to
allow for characterization of the linearity of varying the current.
Table 4.11: Current-starving transistor sizes
M0 M0N
W 76µm 420 nm
L 180 nm 180 nm
To avoid monotonicity errors in the delay steps resulting from the binary switch-
ing of the current-starving transistors, several extra unit transistors are added in
parallel so that a switching scheme can prevent these non-idealities in practice.
While these devices are provided, the implementation of detection and correction
of the monotonicity errors is beyond the scope of this project.
Simulation results for the adjustment of the delay using variable current starving
are shown in Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26. In Figure 4.25, the delay steps provided
by the current switching circuit are demonstrated, showing that the delay steps
are about 32 fs in size. In Figure 4.26, the output and noise voltage for the worst-










= 52.8 fs (4.24)
This is the overall jitter for a circuit containing four copies of the buffer in series




= 26.4 fs. The
delay performance and worst-case jitter results are summarized in Table 4.12.Aug 11, 2010
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M5(40.312ps)5(40.312ps)( . )( . )( . )
M6(40.343ps)6(40.343ps)( . )( . )( . )
M7(40.379ps)7(40.379ps)( . )( . )( . )
M8(40.411ps)8(40.411ps)( . )( . )( . )
M9(40.444ps)9(40.444ps)( . )( . )( . )
M10(40.479ps)10(40.479ps)( . )( . )( . )
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Figure 4.25: Delay steps provided by decreasing the buffer’s tail current
Table 4.12: Summary of performance obtained by adjusting only the current in the
delay buffer
Min. Delay Max. Delay Average Delay Step Worst-case tj
39.7 ps 40.8 ps 34.4 fs 26.4 fs
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M0(214.8ps)0(214.8ps)( . )( . )( . )
M1(1.981x109)1(1.981x109)( . )( . )( . )
Aug 16, 2010
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M0(1.047x10−4)0(1.047x10−4)( . )( . )( . )
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Figure 4.26: Output voltage slope and noise voltage for the worst-case control code
using current switching
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4.4.5 Variable-Delay Buffer Simulation Results
A plot of the delay performance of the variable-delay buffer using both current
and capacitor switching is shown in Figure 4.27. In these simulations, the current-
adjusting code and the load capacitance-adjusting code are concatenated, with the
current-starting code being the least significant bits.Aug 12, 2010
Delay Per Stage Code






























( . )( . )( . )
M1(40.7ps)1(40.7ps)( . )( . )( . )
M2(40.732ps)2(40.732ps)( . )( . )( . )
M3(40.766ps)3(40.766ps)( . )( . )( . )
M4(40.8ps)4(40.8ps)( . )( . )( . )
M5(40.835ps)5(40.835ps)( . )( . )( . )
M6(40.269ps)6(40.269ps)( . )( . )( . )
M7(40.295ps)7(40.295ps)( . )( . )( . )
M8(40.32ps)8(40.32ps)( . )( . )( . )
M9(40.346ps)9(40.346ps)( . )( . )( . )
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Figure 4.27: Delay steps provided by decreasing the buffer’s tail current and ad-
justing the load capacitance
A longer plot showing two capacitor-adjusted delay steps spanned by current
steps is shown in Figure 4.28. It is apparent in this plot that the steps provided by
the current-starving circuit are non-linear.
A plot of the output and noise of the variable-delay buffer for the worst-case
control code is shown in Figure 4.29. Using the values for the slope and the noise









= 56.6 fs (4.25)
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M0(40.269ps)0(40.269ps)( . )( . )( . )
M1(41.259ps)1(41.259ps)( . )( . )( . )
M2(40.698ps)2(40.698ps)( . )( . )( . )
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Figure 4.28: Delay steps provided by decreasing the buffer’s tail current, spanning
one step provided by adjusting the load capacitance
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Once again, this simulation was run with four of the buffers in series (see Ap-




= 28.3 fs. Combined with
the worst-case output noise of the NAND gate, the total output jitter is estimated
to be tj =
√
(28.3× 10−15)2 + (76.2× 10−15)2 = 81.3 fs. A summary of the delay
and jitter characteristics of the variable-delay buffer is shown in Table 4.13.Aug 16, 2010
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M0(307ps)0(307ps)( )( )( )
M1(1.481x109)1(1.481x109)( . )( . )( . )
Aug 16, 2010
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M0(62.5MHz, 8.39x10−5)0(62.5 Hz, 8.39x10−5)( . , . )( . , . )( . , . )
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Figure 4.29: The output voltage and slope (left) and the integrated noise on the
rising edge of the output (right) for the worst-case control code in the variable-delay
buffer
Table 4.13: Summary of performance obtained by adjusting the load capacitance
and the current in the variable-delay buffer
Min. Delay Max. Delay Average Delay Step Worst-case tj
39.7 ps 229.4 ps 34 fs 28.3 fs
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4.5 Complete Clock Adjustment Circuit Design
The complete system is implemented as illustrated in Figure 4.30. There are two
levels of NAND gate switching, providing three different delay paths, followed by
a variable delay buffer with 8 bits of capacitor switching and 5 bits of current
switching to provide fine delay adjustment precision. The control code shown in




















Figure 4.30: A system for providing four different delay paths using a NAND gate
switching structure
The power consumption of this circuit can be reduced by further decreasing the
sizes of the devices, with a cost of increased jitter. Due to lack of time, the power
consumption is not optimized in this design.
4.5.1 Simulation Results
Simulations are done with an input frequency of 125 MHz. The test ADC available
in the lab operates at this maximum sample rate, so this is the fastest that the
circuit will be required to operate. In practice, interleaved ADCs often operate at
much higher frequencies, but this is merely a test circuit for proof of concept, so
this frequency is adequate.
A plot of the delay performance of the complete circuit, as provided by varying
the tail current and the load capacitance, is shown in Figure 4.31. In this simulation,
the shortest path through the NAND gates was activated, and the control code into
the variable-delay buffer is varied as shown. It is noteworthy that in some of the
early codes in these simulations, the delay is slowly decreasing; this is due to some
transients that have not settled out in the simulator. The exact source of these
transients has not been determined.
A second plot for a different control value is shown in Figure 4.32. Here, the
longest path in the NAND circuit is activated, and the control code is applied to
71
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M0(144.026ps)0(144.026ps)( . )( . )( . )
M1(143.424ps)1(143.424ps)( . )( . )( . )
M2(143.455ps)2(143.455ps)( . )( . )( . )
M3(143.51ps)3(143.51ps)( . )( . )( . )
M4(144.585ps)4(144.585ps)( . )( . )( . )
M5(144.635ps)5(144.635ps)( . )( . )( . )
M6(144.687ps)6(144.687ps)( . )( . )( . )
M7(144.106ps)7(144.106ps)( . )( . )( . )
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Figure 4.31: Delay steps provided by increasing the buffer’s tail current, spanning
one step provided by adjusting the load capacitance, with the complete delay ad-
justment circuit connected. The shortest NAND path is activated and the control
code is incremented from 26 to 69.
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the variable-delay buffer as shown. As can be seen in this plot, the simulations
were done without monotonicity error detection and correction. The detection and
correction of these errors is beyond the scope of this work; the means is provided
in the design but the algorithm is not implemented.Aug 14, 2010
Delay Per Stage Code

























M0(386ps)0(386ps)( )( )( )
M1(386.92ps)1(386.92ps)( . )( . )( . )
M2(386.64ps)2(386.64ps)( . )( . )( . )
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Figure 4.32: Delay steps provided by increasing the buffer’s tail current and by
adjusting the load capacitance, for the longest NAND path and control codes 26 to
69
A third plot of the delay steps is shown in Figure 4.33. In this simulation,
the code was incremented much higher than the previous simulations. From this
result, it is evident that as the capacitive load is increased, the current-starving
steps become less precise.
It is worthwhile to note that in practice, this circuit will not be used as tested in
these simulations. Specifically, the control code will not be changed every few clock
cycles, since it is unlikely that there will be a significant amount of high fequency
drift in the timing mismatches in interleaved ADCs. These simulations are done to
demonstrate the ability to vary the delay by changing the control code.
The output slope and noise voltage of the circuit for the worst-case control code
are shown in Figure 4.34. Using these results, the jitter can be calculated as follows:
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M0(481.552ps)0(481.552ps)( . )( . )( . )
M1(477.938ps)1(477.938ps)( . )( . )( . )
M2(478.05ps)2(478.05ps)( . )( . )( . )
M3(478.167ps)3(478.167ps)( . )( . )( . )
M4(481.834ps)4(481.834ps)( . )( . )( . )
M5(481.991ps)5(481.991ps)( . )( . )( . )
M6(482.154ps)6(482.154ps)( . )( . )( . )
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Figure 4.33: Delay steps provided by increasing the buffer’s tail current and by










= 99.1 fs (4.26)
This is slightly higher than the estimated value of 81.3 fs calculated previously. A
summary of the delay and jitter characteristics of the complete circuit is found in
Table 4.14. The average step size is calculated from a sample of the timing steps
at different control codes.Aug 16, 2010
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M0(470.2ps)0(470.2ps)( . )( . )( . )
M1(1.751x109)1(1.751x109)( . )( . )( . )
Aug 16, 2010
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M0(1.736x10−4)0(1.736x10−4)( . )( . )( . )
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Figure 4.34: The output voltage and slope (left) and the integrated noise on the
rising edge of the output (right) for the worst-case control code in the complete
timing adjustment circuit
4.6 Design for Testability
In designing this circuit for proof of concept, the ability to demonstrate its func-
tionality is a requirement. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a method by which
the circuit can be tested so that experimental results can be shown.
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Table 4.14: Summary of performance obtained by selecting different paths in the
NAND circuit and adjusting the load capacitance and the current in the variable-
delay buffer
Min. Delay Max. Delay Average Delay Step Worst-case tj
142.6 ps 483.0 ps 92 fs 99.1 fs
Using current lab equipment, it is not possible to directly measure small incre-
ments of time on the order of tens of femtoseconds. Oscilloscopes with sampling
rates of tens of gigahertz are available. The lab facility is equipped with an 8 GHz
oscilloscope. At 8 GHz, the sampling interval is 125 ps, which is 4 orders of mag-
nitude larger than the timing precision required. Therefore, an indirect way to
measure the precision is required.
The target application for the variable delay circuit is interleaved ADCs. There-
fore it makes sense to test the circuit in an interleaved ADC, and the effects of the
timing skew can be used to measure what the timing mismatch is, as described in
Chapter 2. Adjustment can be done manually to reduce the spurious tones intro-
duced by the mismatch and verify that the circuit can adjust the edge of the clock
precisely enough. However, it is impossible to design an ADC core in the time
available, and the silicon area is not allocated, even if an ADC core is available.
Furthermore, adding that level of complexity to the system greatly increases the
risk of failure.
One possible solution is to implement the variable delay circuit as a discrete
component and use it to interleave two discrete ADCs with each other. This would
allow for the measurement of the timing mismatch characteristics between the two
ADCs and the ability of the variable-delay circuit to mitigate those effects. How-
ever, between any two ADCs there are also other mismatches such as gain and offset
mismatches that have similar effects on the performance of an interleaved system.
In particular, gain mismatches have similar symptoms to timing mismatches [1].
These mismatches would have to be dealt with in some other way in order to ac-
curately prove the functionality of the timing adjustment circuit.
In order to eliminate any possible source of mismatch from an interleaved system
other than timing, the same ADC must be used for all channels of an interleaved
ADC system. That is, one discrete ADC must be interleaved with itself using a
mechanism where the sample clock is split into two paths, one of which has an
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adjustable delay (using the variable delay circuit) and the other of which has a
fixed delay equal to approximately the middle of the range of the variable delay.
The fixed delay path will be accomplished by using a second copy of the delay
buffer with its inputs fixed such that the delay is in the middle of the range.
The circuit recombines the outputs of the two delay paths such that each path
is selected on alternating clock periods. Thus, the sample timing is determined
alternately by one clock path, and then the other, and the timing mismatch between
the two clock paths is a model for the timing mismatch between two clock paths
to different ADCs in a true interleaved system.
The generation of interleaved timing signals is provided by a simple circuit
composed of NAND gates shown in Figure 4.35. A clock is connected to one input
and a clock with half the frequency is connected to the other input. The slower
clock is used as the controlling input of the NAND gates, and because it is inverted
in one path, each input NAND gate is forced high for half of the slow clock period
(which is equal to one period of the fast clock), alternately. While one NAND gate’s
output is forced high, the other NAND gate passes through the clock. Thus, one









Figure 4.35: A method of splitting the clock path and recombining it in order to
interleave two clock paths to the same ADC
The outputs of each of these clock paths look like a pulse train with a duty cycle
of approximately 75%. This is useful for the recombination of the two paths into an
interleaved clock signal, because this function can be performed by a simple NAND
gate, as shown in Figure 4.35. When one output is switching, the other output is
high, so the NAND gate is always in the pass-through mode. The output of the
NAND gate appears to be a normal clock, as illustrated in Figure 4.36, although
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Figure 4.36: Pulse train recombination through a NAND gate
Since a design for an MCML NAND gate already exists, the only extra design
effort that is required is the division of the clock. A clock can be easily divided using
a D flip-flop with its inverting output connected to its input, and its clock connected
to the fast clock in the system. An important consideration when designing this
component is that the half speed clock must not toggle at the same time as the fast
clock, so that glitches do not propagate through the system. The delay through
the D flip-flop must be sufficient to avoid this problem.
Using this design, the effectiveness of the circuit can be tested and verified. A
complex system of mismatches is simplified so that the source of mismatch un-
der examination can be isolated from other nonidealities, providing accurate and
verifiable results. However, the circuit requires the design of a D flip flop.
4.6.1 Design of an MCML D Flip-Flop
A flip-flop is composed of two stages of D latches, with clocks inverted from one
another. An MCML D latch is shown in Figure 4.37. The device sizes were designed
using the same procedure as with the NAND gate and the delay buffer. Since the
D latch is a very small part of the overall circuit and time is of the essence, only a
modest amount of time is spent optimizing the D latch. The tail current in the D
latch is 4mA, and the final device sizes are found in Table 4.15.
Table 4.15: MCML D latch transistor sizes
M0 M1a,b M2a-d M3a,b
W 200µm 60µm 60µm 120µm










M2a M2b M2c M2d
M1a M1b
M0
Figure 4.37: MCML D latch
4.7 Implementation
With the results at an acceptable level, the circuit was laid out for final testing and
fabrication. The final block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 4.38.
One important consideration during the layout process is the distribution of
power to the gates. Since this design was not optimized for power consumption
(for lack of time), the current flowing through each gate is very high. With high
currents come increased I2R losses. In order to avoid supply voltage droop due to
these losses, it is important to ensure that there is a very low-resistance path from
the power supply and ground pads to the gates. Since the resistivity of the metal
layers in the 0.18µm process is around 0.078 Ω/, and ideally there should be no
more than 0.1 Ω to 0.2 Ω between the supply pads and the circuits, there should
be no more than about 1  to 2  of metal between the pads and the furthest
gates. With this in mind, the top two metal layers are used as high-density grids in
conjunction with a multiple-layer ring around the outside of the core to distribute
power and ground.
The circuit is laid out for implementation within a 1 mm×1.2 mm rectangle
allocated by Canadian Microelectronics Corporation (CMC) on a shared fabrication











Figure 4.38: The complete circuit for implementation
Figure 4.39. This image does not include the top two metal layers, as their coverage
would obscure the majority of the image. The design is submitted for fabrication
on the scheduled September 15, 2010 fabrication run. Further details on the final
implementation can be found in Appendix A.
4.8 Conclusion
The clock timing adjustment circuit is implemented using differential circuit struc-
tures to mitigate the effects of supply noise. The fixed-delay circuit is implemented
as a series of NAND gates, and the NAND gate is implemented in MCML form,
with an emphasis on low noise. The variable-delay circuit is implemented using
variable load capacitors for the most significant bits of the adjustment control sig-
nal and tail current adjustment for the least significant bits. The circuit is designed
for low noise and precise delay adjustment. Simulation results show that the circuit
is capable of adjusting the delay to a precision of approximately 92 fs over a range
of 143 ps to 483 ps, with an RMS jitter at the output of 99.1 fs for the worst-case
control code.
A method for testing the circuit is presented that involves interleaving an ADC
with itself using two separate clock paths to allow measurement of timing incre-
ments on the order of tens of femtoseconds. The clock edge adjustment circuit is
incorporated into both clock paths of this testing circuit. The final implementation
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.39: Layout of the dual clock path circuit
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The design has been submitted for fabrication on a shared run through the Cana-
dian Microelectronics Corporation (CMC) Microsystems. Since testing results are
not available, post-layout simulations are done to verify that the system works as
designed.
This chapter shows several different simulation results for the post-layout sim-
ulations of the delays provided by the circuit. Then it shows simulation results for
the noise in the circuit, from which the output jitter can be calculated.
5.1 Delay Steps
The simulations were designed to allow for measuring the delays provided by a
number of different control codes. In order to show the delay steps without running
one simulation per control code, the input control code was set up to increment
slowly over time, allowing a consecutive sequence of control codes to be tested.
In order to provide an accurate and repeated measurement of the delay for each
control code, the period of the control code incrementation was set to allow for ten
periods of the input clock in each control code.
Three plots of the delay performance for the extracted delay unit show that the
system provides precise delay steps across the entire range of delay tuning. Each
plot shows a different path activated in the NAND switching circuit as well as a
different set of codes swept in the variable-delay buffer. In Figure 5.1, the shortest
NAND path is activated and the variable-delay buffer is swept through relatively
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low delay codes from 26 to 691. In Figure 5.2, the medium-length NAND path is
activated and the variable-delay buffer is swept through a set of midrange control
codes. In Figure 5.3, the longest NAND path is activated and the variable-delay
buffer is higher in its controllable range. The results are summarized in Table 5.1.
The average step size is calculated from a sample of the timing steps at different
control codes.Aug 18, 2010
Delay Per Stage Code


























M0(144.44ps)0(144.44ps)( . )( . )( . )
M1(143.308ps)1(143.308ps)( . )( . )( . )
M2(143.35ps)2(143.35ps)( . )( . )( . )
M3(143.394ps)3(143.394ps)( . )( . )( . )
M4(144.817ps)4(144.817ps)( . )( . )( . )
M5(144.877ps)5(144.877ps)( . )( . )( . )
M6(144.944ps)6(144.944ps)( . )( . )( . )
M7(143.753ps)7(143.753ps)( . )( . )( . )
User: jnshirtl          Date: Aug 18, 2010   12:37:18 PM EDT ICFWTJ3S_testing delay_unit_tb schematic : Aug 18 09:48:04 2010 34
Figure 5.1: Delay steps (red) for control codes (blue) near the minimum using the
extracted variable-delay circuit
It is worthwhile to note that although the range is much greater than the require-
ment of 50 ps, the average precision is less than the requirement of 50 fs. However,
at the low end of the control range, the precision is on the order of 35 fs, while at
the high end of the range, the precision is on the order of 120 fs. Due to the time
constraints of the fabrication process, no further optimization was possible. Since
this is a proof-of-concept design, these results are acceptable, and a future iteration
of the design can improve this precision.
1To cover this range, the simulation takes approximately 3 hours to complete. Therefore, to
cover the entire range of delays (i.e. control codes 0 to 8191 over each NAND gate step), it is
estimated that the simulation would take almost 70 days to complete.
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Aug 18, 2010
Delay Per Stage Code

























M0(296.849ps)0(296.849ps)( . )( . )( . )
M1(294.408ps)1(294.408ps)( . )( . )( . )
M2(294.494ps)2(294.494ps)( . )( . )( . )
M3(294.581ps)3(294.581ps)( . )( . )( . )
M4(297.345ps)4(297.345ps)( . )( . )( . )
M5(297.466ps)5(297.466ps)( . )( . )( . )
M6(295.099ps)6(295.099ps)( . )( . )( . )
User: jnshirtl          Date: Aug 18, 2010   9:45:20 AM EDT ICFWTJ3S_testing delay_unit_tb schematic : Aug 17 15:04:16 2010 33
Figure 5.2: Delay steps (red) for midrange control codes (blue) using the extracted
variable-delay circuit
Table 5.1: Summary of the delay performance obtained by selecting different paths
in the NAND circuit and adjusting the load capacitance and the current in the
variable-delay buffer for the extracted variable-delay circuit
Min. Delay Max. Delay Average Delay Step
142.6 ps 458.9 ps 92 fs
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Delay Per Stage Code


























M0(457.759ps)0(457.759ps)( . )( . )( . )
M1(454.158ps)1(454.158ps)( . )( . )( . )
M2(454.237ps)2(454.237ps)( . )( . )( . )
M3(454.351ps)3(454.351ps)( . )( . )( . )
M4(457.829ps)4(457.829ps)( . )( . )( . )
M5(457.983ps)5(457.983ps)( . )( . )( . )
M6(458.14ps)6(458.14ps)( . )( . )( . )
M7(454.521ps)7(454.521ps)( . )( . )( . )
User: jnshirtl          Date: Aug 18, 2010   9:52:17 AM EDT ICFWTJ3S_testing delay_unit_tb schematic : Aug 17 15:03:56 2010 61
Figure 5.3: Delay steps (red) for control codes (blue) higher in the range using the
extracted variable-delay circuit
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5.2 Noise and Jitter Performance
Jitter performance is estimated by doing a periodic noise simulation, capturing the
output slope and the noise at the rising edge transition. These results are then






to provide an estimate of the jitter at the output of the device. More details about
the noise simulation can be found in Appendix B.
The simulation is performed by activating the worst-case scenario for jitter,
which is the one with the longest delay. The largest number of devices are con-
tributing to the noise in this case (the most NAND gates are part of the clock path
in this case) and the slope of the output is the lowest (due to the large capacitive
load added to the buffer’s output. The results of the noise simulation are shown
in Figure 5.4, where the differential output voltage and its slope are shown on the
left and the output noise spectrum and integrated output noise voltage are shown
on the right.
From the results of this simulation, the noise can be calculated using the output




= 94.0 fs (5.2)
which is slightly better than the jitter predicted by the circuit simulations. It is
higher than desired for the application, as explained in Chapter 2, but it is still
very low compared to the low-noise signal generators used in the lab, which have
RMS jitter on the order of picoseconds. Therefore, this jitter is deemed acceptable
for this proof-of-concept design. A future iteration of the design can be used to
improve the jitter performance.
Noise simulations for the extracted circuit are very time-consuming due to the
large number of parasitic circuit components extracted from the layout by the
extractor. The above simulation takes more than four days to complete using the
computing resources available to the research group.
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Output Voltage Output Slope





























M0(446.7ps)0(446.7ps)( . )( . )( . )
M1(1.89x109)1(1.89x109)( . )( . )( . )
Aug 26, 2010
Output Noise Integrated Noise


















































M0(62.5MHz, 1.776x10−4)0(62.5 Hz, 1.776x10−4)( . , . )( . , . )( . , . )
User: jnshirtl          Date: Aug 26, 2010   1:45:51 PM EDT ICFWTJ3S_testing delay_unit_tb3 schematic : Aug 17 11:22:22 2010 38
Figure 5.4: The output voltage and slope and the integrated noise on the rising




The extracted simulations verify that the circuit provides well-controlled delay steps
with low jitter. The post-layout simulation results show an average delay step of
92 fs over a range of 142.6 ps to 458.9 ps, with an RMS jitter of 94.0 fs. While the
precision and the jitter results do not meet the original goals of 50 fs and 25 fs,
respectively, due to time constraints on the submission of the chip for fabrication,




This thesis has examined the effects of timing skew mismatches on interleaved
analog-to-digital converters. Using this analysis, a set of specifications for a timing-
adjustment circuit was developed. It was shown that the required precision of tim-
ing for typical ADCs is below 100 fs, while the jitter requirement is approximately
half of the precision requirement.
Using these requirements as a basis, several general structures for adjusting the
delay were discussed. These structures were modeled for their delay behavior and
their jitter performance. Since the requirements on jitter are very stringent for this
circuit, the most practical option with the optimal jitter performance was selected
for implementation. The selected circuit uses a coarse delay path selection followed
by a fine delay adjustment to span a large delay adjustment range.
The system was designed using a set of NAND gates that allows selection of
one of several different delay paths for the coarse adjustment and a variable-delay
buffer with variable capacitive load and adjustable tail current for delay tuning.
Since the delay increments are far too small to measure directly, an indirect testing
methodology was developed. The testing circuit was implemented in the TSMC
0.18µm CMOS technology and submitted for fabrication in September 2010.
In lieu of measurement results, post-layout simulations were run on the extracted
circuits including parasitics to verify that the circuit will provide the delays it
was designed for. These simulations show that the circuit provides delay steps of




A device with the ability to adjust the timing of an edge to such precision as this
one has many applications. The foremost application, that of interleaved analog-
to-digital converters, was the focus of this work. Nevertheless, in many high-speed
digital applications, clock skews limit performance and processor speed. Hence, the
ability to precisely adjust the clock to tune the performance of these systems would
be beneficial. The same techniques employed in this work can be applied to these
systems as well.
One example of a digital system that requires precise timing is an SRAM. In
an SRAM, various timed signals are required to generate the appropriate access
sequence for the cells. The timing is important because data can be destroyed by
read accesses that take too long, but reads that are too short can fail to provide
an accurate sample of the data for the sense amplifier. The ability to adjust the
timing provides an increase in yield as well as a performance boost for the fastest
parts.
Another application where precise delays are valuable is in the metastability
analysis of flip-flops. The ability to analyze flip-flop setup and hold times with
high precision can lead to design insights and application-specific improvements.
Additionally, well-characterized flip-flop metastability can be used in the design of
better random-number generators.
6.2 Future Work
There are many things that could be done to improve the design and further test
its ability. Firstly, the design needs to be tested in a practical application in order
to verify that it fulfills its purpose. As soon as the fabricated parts are available,
these tests can be performed.
Once the design is proved to be viable, additional work must be done to optimize
the power consumption of the circuit. This was not done during the design phase
due to tight time constraints. While decreasing the power consumption typically
leads to higher noise, there are other design variables that can be manipulated to
reduce the jitter while minimizing the power consumption, such as the device sizes.
Finally, the circuit should be incorporated into a fully integrated interleaved
ADC system to further verify and prove its functionality. This is the last stage of






A.1 Schematics and Transistor Sizes
The circuit was implemented as shown in Figure 4.38, which is reproduced here
in Figure A.1 for reference. The layout with block labels is shown in Figure A.2.






























Figure A.2: The layout with blocks labelled
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A.1.1 D Flip-Flop
The D flip-flop consists of two MCML D latches in series that latch on opposite
phases of the clock. The schematic for the D latch is reproduced in Figure A.3.









M2a M2b M2c M2d
M1a M1b
M0
Figure A.3: MCML D latch
Table A.1: MCML D latch transistor sizes
M0 M1a,b M2a-d M3a,b
W 200µm 60µm 60µm 120µm
L 0.18µm 0.18µm 0.18µm 0.18µm
Biasing
The bias circuit for the D latch is shown in Figure A.4. The bias current Iref is
supplied externally through a resistor of 260 Ω. The device sizes for the D latch








Figure A.4: MCML D latch bias circuit
Table A.2: MCML D latch bias circuit transistor sizes
M0 M1 M2 M3a,b
W 200µm 120µm 120µm 240µm
L 0.18µm 0.18µm 0.18µm 0.18µm
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A.1.2 MCML NAND
The schematic for the MCML NAND gate is shown in Figure A.5. The device sizes










M2a M2b M2c M2d
M1a M1b
M0
Figure A.5: MCML NAND gate schematic
Table A.3: MCML NAND transistor sizes
M0 M1a,b M2a-d M3a,b
W 200µm 80µm 80µm 210µm
L 0.18µm 0.18µm 0.18µm 0.18µm
Biasing
The bias circuit for the MCML NAND gate is shown in Figure A.6. The device








Figure A.6: MCML NAND bias circuit schematic
Table A.4: MCML NAND bias circuit transistor sizes
M0 M1 M2 M3a,b
W 200µm 320µm 320µm 440µm
L 0.18µm 0.18µm 0.18µm 0.18µm
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A.1.3 Variable Delay Buffer
The schematic for the variable-delay buffer is reproduced in Figure A.7. The device












Figure A.7: Variable-delay buffer schematic
Table A.5: Variable delay buffer transistor sizes
M0 M0N M1 M2a,b M3a,b
W 76µm 420 nm 200µm 80µm 210µm
L 180 nm 180 nm 0.18µm 0.18µm 0.18µm
Biasing
The bias circuit for the variable-delay buffer is shown in Figure A.8. The device








Figure A.8: Variable-delay buffer bias circuit schematic
Table A.6: Variable-delay buffer bias circuit transistor sizes
M0 M1 M2a,b M3a,b
W 76µm 200µm 160µm 420µm
L 180 nm 0.18µm 0.18µm 0.18µm
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Capacitor Array
The schematic for one unit of the variable-load capacitors is shown in Figure A.9.
The total load circuit contains 256 of these in binary-weighted groups for each of
the two outputs of the differential variable-delay buffer. The device sizes for the





Figure A.9: One unit of the single-ended switchable load capacitor configuration
Table A.7: Capacitor and switch sizes
Capacitor Top Metal M1
W 4µm 420 nm
L 4µm 180 nm
A.1.4 Output Buffer
The output buffer consists of one copy of the variable-delay buffer with no current
starving and no variable-capacitor load. This buffer has been verified for its ability
to drive a 50 Ω load.
A.2 Pinout and Packaging
The layout of the chip including the pad names is shown in Figure A.10. The labels






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.10: Layout of the entire chip including pad names
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The differential clock input pads (Vin+ and Vin-) are placed beside each other
and surrounded on either side by ground pads for good matching and isolation.
The differential clock outputs (Vout+ and Vout-) receive similar treatment.
The interface of the circuit includes a digital control vector of 17 bits. For lack
of time, it was not possible to implement a digital shift register to hold the control
code, so the digital control is connected directly to pads on the periphery of the chip
in order to connected to externally-supplied signals. The control pads are labelled
Ctrl N where N is the bit number, which ranges from 0 to 16. The most-significant
bit is Ctrl 16.
The digital control vector includes two bits of thermometer code for controlling
the NAND gate coarse delay switching, Ctrl 15 and Ctrl 16. The NAND gate
switching requires differential signals for control, so a simple differential pair was
designed where one input is connected to a bias voltage (near VDD
2
) and the other
is connected to the single-ended control bit. The differential voltage between the
single-ended input and the bias voltage produces a differential swing on the outputs
that is sufficient to switch the NAND gate.
Also included in the digital control vector are seven bits of control for the
variable capacitor load in the variable delay buffer. Due to space constraints, it
was not possible to fit the required eight bits’ worth of capacitors in the layout.
The capacitive load control uses Ctrl 8 through Ctrl 14 in order of least-significant
to most-significant.
The remaining control bits are connected to the current-starving control tran-
sistors. These eight bits provide enough current adjustment to span over two steps
of the capacitive delay adjustment. These control bits are inverted from the oth-
ers; increasing the applied digital value turns on more transistors and increases the
current in the tail. The current control bits are Ctrl 0 through Ctrl 7.
The chip was designed to be biased with several resistors supplying current
mirrors with the appropriate current to bias the various circuit blocks. These
current mirrors were connected to pads on the chip for bonding to the package.
The current mirrors were used to provide the appropriate bias voltages to the tails
of the differential gates. These bias nodes were also connected to the outside world
in order to provide a means of verifying the current flowing in the gates and, if
necessary, to force the bias nodes to a specific voltage and manually control the
current. The bias currents flowing through external resistors are connected to
pads labelled I bias X where X is the component being biased. Similarly, the bias
voltages are connected to pads labelled V bias X.
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The remaining pads are used for VDD and GND. There are a total of 5 ground
pads, including the four used to shield the differential input and output pads, and
6 supply voltage pads.
The circuit was packaged in the CQFP44 package offered by CMC. The bonding
diagram is shown in Figure A.11. In the bonding diagram, the upward edge of the
chip corresponds to the top edge of the layout diagram in Figure A.10. A pin table
including names and descriptions of the pins is shown in Table A.8.
Figure A.11: Bonding diagram
Table A.8: Chip pin names and descriptions
Pin Number Name Description
1 NC Not used
2 I bias NAND NAND bias current
3 V bias NAND NAND bias voltage
4 GND1 Ground
5 Vin+ Positive input clock
6 Vin- Negative input clock
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table A.8 – Continued
Pin Number Name Description
7 GND2 Ground
8 V bias DFF D Flip-Flop bias voltage
9 I bias DFF D Flip-Flop bias current
10 VDD1 VDD
11 NC Not used
12 Ctrl 15 Digital control bit 15
13 I bias SE Diff SE to Diff convertor bias current
14 VDD2 VDD
15 Ctrl 14 Digital control bit 14
16 Ctrl 13 Digital control bit 13
17 Ctrl 12 Digital control bit 12
18 GND3 Ground
19 Ctrl 11 Digital control bit 11
20 Ctrl 10 Digital control bit 10
21 Ctrl 9 Digital control bit 9
22 VDD3 VDD
23 NC Not used
24 Ctrl 8 Digital control bit 8
25 Ctrl 7 Digital control bit 7
26 GND4 Ground
27 Vout+ Positive output clock
28 Vout- Negative output clock
29 GND5 Ground
30 VDD4 VDD
31 Ctrl 0 Digital control bit 0
32 Ctrl 1 Digital control bit 1
33 NC Not used
34 Ctrl 2 Digital control bit 2
35 Ctrl 3 Digital control bit 3
36 VDD5 VDD
37 V bias diff cell Delay buffer bias voltage
38 I bias diff cell Delay buffer bias current
39 Ctrl 4 Digital control bit 4
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table A.8 – Continued
Pin Number Name Description
40 Ctrl 5 Digital control bit 5
41 Ctrl 6 Digital control bit 6
42 Ctrl 16 Digital control bit 16
43 V bias SE Diff SE to Diff convertor bias voltage
44 VDD6 VDD
A.3 Test Circuit Board
A printed circuit board (PCB) was designed to be used to test the chip. The test
PCB provides connections for the required power and grounding, as well as the
digital control signals. The PCB was implemented as a 2-layer PCB and designed
using EAGLE.
The schematic for the board is shown in Figure A.12. The power is provided by
an external DC power supply through a banana plug connector, and is decoupled
by several capacitors sized at 47µF and 22µF. Further decoupling capacitors of
size 1µF are placed near to the chip’s supply pins.
Biasing is provided by four potentiometers to provide adjustable resistance to
tune the current in the circuit. The bias current nodes are also decoupled to
provide steady biasing. The bias voltage nodes are connected to test points to
allow measurement of the voltages.
The digital control signals are provided using two banks of switches, shown to
the right and left in the schematic diagram. Each of these signals is decoupled on
the board to reduce the noise introduced by the control signals.
The input clock signals are connected to the board using two SMA connectors
and are terminated with 50 Ω resistors. Additionally, the input signals have the
option to connect a dual-Schottky diode between them in order to clip the sine
waves of the signal generator into pseudo-square waves. The majority of testing
was done with pseudo-square waves, so if a sinusoidal input does not provide the
desired results, this dual-diode can be inserted to more accurately reproduce the
test conditions used in simulation.
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The output signals leave the board through two SMA connectors. Since the
ADC evaluation board that will be used for testing has a single-ended sample clock
input, two options are possible. The first is to use both of the differential outputs
with a differential-to-single-ended converter. The alternative is to use one of the
differential outputs as a single-ended output, and terminate the other output using











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.12: PCB schematic diagram
The top layer of the board is shown in Figure A.13(a). The bottom layer, used
largely as a ground plane, is shown in Figure A.13(b). The board was fabricated





























































































































































Figure A.13: (a) Top layer of the PCB (b) Bottom layer of the PCB
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A.4 Test Procedure
The device will be tested using the AD9265 ADC evaluation board from Analog
Devices (ADI). The board contains one AD9265 ADC, which is a 16-bit, 125 MSPS,
1.8 V ADC. The board interfaces with ADI’s VisualAnalog software running on a
PC via a FIFO device that connects between the ADC’s output and the PC’s USB
port.
The VisualAnalog software allows for post-processing of the sampled data pro-
vided by the ADC. It can be configured to display an FFT (Fast Fourier Transform)
of the data to view the spectral components of the output. Using this mode, the
input tone and all spurious tones can be shown and their magnitudes recorded. Us-
ing these magnitudes, it is possible to view the effect of adjusting the timing of the
clock edge in one path of the self-interleaved ADC. Since the timing is manually ad-
justed, the switches can be used to optimize the timing to minimize the magnitude
of the spurious tones that result from the timing mismatch between paths.
A.4.1 Connection Details
The AD9265 Evaluation Board offers a single-ended sample clock input. Because
the output provided by the clock adjustment circuit is differential, two options are
available to connect the device under test to the ADC evaluation board. The first
is to take one of the two differential outputs and treat it as single-ended, while
terminating the other output with a dummy 50 Ω load. The alternative is to use a
2-way 180◦ power combiner to combine the differential outputs into a single-ended
signal. The Mini-Circuits ZFSCJ-2-1 is a power combiner that will work in this
application at the frequencies desired for this circuit.
Since the output of the signal generator is single-ended, conversion in the reverse
direction is necessary at the input of the clock-adjustment circuit. The same part
from Mini-Circuits works as a divider as well and is sufficient for both conversions.
One additional consideration is the common mode bias at the input, since the
circuit is not internally biased at the input. For this, it is necessary to use a Mini-
Circuits ZFBT-6G bias tee that combines a high-frequency signal with a DC bias.
The optimal DC bias point at the input is 0.9 V in simulation.
The required connections from the signal generator to the ADC evaluation board
are shown are shown in Figure A.14. Not shown is the FIFO buffer used for data
























Figure A.14: Test bench connections
A.4.2 Input Voltages and Stimuli
The chip is designed to work with a supply voltage of 1.8 V. The input swing must
be at least 600 mV, differentially, if the signal is a square wave, or 800 mV if the
signal is a sine wave.
The fixed delay path is designed to have a delay that is equivalent to the fol-
lowing scenario: the middle path of the NAND switching circuit is activated, the
capacitive load is at its minimum, and the current starving is at its minimum. This
corresponds to an input vector of (from bit 16 to bit 0) 01000000011111111b. The
delays may not match exactly at this value, since the path recombination NAND
gate has different delays from each input to the output. Incrementing and decre-
menting the control code should allow for adjustment in order to find the exact
delay match, as described above.
The bias potentiometers should be set to their designed resistor values for test-
ing. The nominal values are listed in Table A.9.
Table A.9: Bias resistor nominal values
Resistor Value
I bias diff cell 131 Ω
I bias NAND 131 Ω
I bias se diff 950 Ω
I bias DFF 260 Ω
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Appendix B
Performing Jitter Analysis Using
Cadence
B.1 Definition of Jitter
Jitter is defined as the variation in the time at which a signal crosses a threshold.
Jitter arises from noise in the circuit under consideration, and depends on the slope
of the signal as it crosses the threshold.
Graphically, jitter can be depicted as the range over which an edge crosses a
threshold, as shown in Figure B.1 and Figure B.2. As can be seen in Figure B.1, an
edge with a small slope has a wide region where the noise may cause the signal to
cross the threshold. In Figure B.2, an edge with a higher slope has a much narrower
window where the signal crosses due to noise, and so its jitter is much less.
Mathematically, the jitter can be expressed as the magnitude of the noise divided





Therefore, to analyze the jitter in a circuit, it is necessary to determine the total
noise in the circuit and the slope of the selected signal at the threshold.
B.2 Jitter Analysis in Cadence
Cadence provides a means to analyze the jitter in a circuit using the SpectreRF
simulator [16]. To perform this analysis, a periodic input must be applied and a
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Figure B.1: A slow rising edge with noise crossing a threshold



















Figure B.2: A fast rising edge with noise crossing a threshold
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periodic steady state (PSS) analysis done. Then, using the results from the PSS
analysis, a periodic noise (PNoise) analysis can be performed, after which the jitter
in the circuit can be calculated. The configuration options for the PSS and PNoise
analyses are presented below.
The simulator cannot produce reliable results when one single gate such as an
inverter is simulated for jitter. The integrated noise values are not consistent when
the input source frequency changes. Logically, the root mean square (RMS) jitter
for an edge should not change depending on how frequently the edges occur because
the edge events should be independent of each other. However, it appears that there
is some correlation between edges in the simulator when a single gate is simulated,
because the total noise appears to be a function of the input frequency. Hence, to
use this method to measure the jitter in a simple circuit, it must be possible to
create a repeating structure using the circuit. The jitter for a single element can
be mathematically determined using the jitter for the entire structure.
B.2.1 Periodic Steady State Analysis Configuration
To perform jitter analysis on a chain of four inverters, it is necessary to apply a
square wave input to satisfy the periodic requirement. The frequency of the input
signal should be within the bandwidth of the circuit under test, and an appropriate
value for the rise time should be selected. Then, in the Virtuoso Analog Design
Environment, the simulator must be configured with the correct libraries for Spectre
and the appropriate design variables for the schematic.
To enable the PSS analysis, from the Choosing Analyses dialog, the radio button
for pss analysis was selected.
At the top, the frequency of the input source appeared in the list of Fundamental
Tones. With the Beat Frequency radio button selected, the same frequency was
entered in the Beat Frequency field.
In the Output Harmonics drop-down menu, Number of Harmonics was selected,
and a field appeared next to it where the number of harmonics the simulator should
consider must be entered. It was been determined that the number of harmonics
necessary to perform jitter analysis on a simple inverter circuit is 32. Fewer har-
monics can be computed, but a threshold exists below which the PNoise analysis
does not have enough data for the outer sidebands to provide meaningful results
(as discussed below).
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Under Accuracy Defaults, conservative was selected to obtain the most accurate
(and slowest) simulation. The circuit was given extra time to arrive at a steady
state; this was specified in the Additional Time for Stabilization field. It was decided
to allow at least one period of the input source for stabilization, as the circuit may
have had transients that must converge prior to the steady state analysis so that
the results are reliable.
Finally, the initial transient results were saved, and the oscillator and sweep
check boxes were deselected.
Final PSS Configuration
The simulator settings used are shown in Figure B.3.
B.2.2 Periodic Noise Analysis Configuration
To enable the PNoise simulation, the radio button for pnoise analysis was selected.
For the sweep type, absolute was selected and the frequency range that matched
the Nyquist band for the previously selected input frequency was input into the
Start/Stop fields. The Sweep Type was selected to be logarithmic with 40 points
per decade.
For the purpose of this simulation, the Output was selected to be a voltage
whose positive node was the loaded output node of the inverter and whose negative
node was the ground net. The Input Source was also a voltage, and the input
square wave source was selected as the source.
The Reference Sideband selected was 0 because the output frequency was ex-
pected to be the same as the input frequency. This setting allows for the simulation
of mixers and other frequency converters, and by setting it to zero, the simulator
assumes that the output frequency for a given input frequency will be the same.
Jitter was selected in the Noise Type drop-down. The Threshold Value was set
to the switching threshold of the inverter, since the noise at that point is what will
be transferred into the next stage. Finally, only rising edges were considered so rise
was selected in the Crossing Direction menu.
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Figure B.3: Settings used to run a periodic steady state analysis on a chain of four
inverters with an input source operating at 4 GHz
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Number of Sidebands
The number of sidebands required to obtain reliable results was found to vary with
the frequency of the input signal. It was determined that increasing the sidebands
parameter caused the total noise in the circuit to asymptotically approach a point
of saturation, above which the number of sidebands had very little effect on the
noise. A simple relationship between the AC bandwidth of one stage of the circuit
and the number of sidebands required to capture enough of the noise information
was determined.
Sidebands are found in the output at harmonic multiples of the input frequency.
In noise analysis, they appear in the response of circuits at high frequencies. The
noise at these frequencies is calculated and summed to approximate the total noise
response of the circuit. When integrating to the Nyquist frequency for a given input
frequency, many of the upper sidebands have a noise response which is minimal in
the frequency band under consideration. The upper sidebands whose noise response
is approximately zero within the Nyquist band do not need to be considered, and so
the number of sidebands is selected to include the majority of the noice-contributing
sidebands so an accurate evaluation of the noise in the circuit can be performed.
The number of multiples found to be required was approximately a factor of four
larger than the expected number of sidebands that would fit within the bandwidth
of a single stage of the circuit. For a simple inverter whose bandwidth is 30 GHz,
and an input frequency of 1 GHz, exactly 30 sidebands fit within the bandwidth
of the circuit. Therefore, following the aforementioned factor of four rule, it was
expected that approximately 120 sidebands would be needed to characterize the
noise in the circuit. Simulation results show that the noise calculated in the circuit
level off almost completely when the sideband parameter is increased beyond 128
sidebands.
A summary of the number of sidebands required at various input frequencies
for a basic inverter circuit with a bandwidth of approximately 30 GHz is found in
Table B.1. These values were found to hold regardless of the number of inverters
placed in a chain for simulation.
As discussed above, the number of harmonics calculated in the PSS analysis
affects the validity of the PNoise simulation results. SpectreRF gives a warning
when the number of sidebands selected in the PNoise simulation is so large that
there is not enough harmonic data to give meaningful results. It was found that at
an input frequency of 250 MHz, using 20 harmonics and 128 sidebands in the same
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Table B.1: Number of sidebands required for reliable PNoise analysis for various
input frequencies for a chain of inverters (with an individual bandwidth of 30 GHz)
Input Frequency Sidebands Required
250 MHz > 256




30 GHz inverter resulted in this warning. Increasing the number of harmonics to 32
allowed a simulation with 128 sidebands to complete successfully, but the warning
occurred again with 256 sidebands.
Final PNoise Configuration
The simulator settings used for the PNoise simulation are shown in Figure B.4.
With these settings applied, the simulation was run.
B.2.3 Plotting Results
To plot the results of the simulation, the Direct Plot form in the Virtuoso Analog
Design Environment was used.
First, the tstab radio button was selected and the output node transient was
plotted by selecting the node on the schematic. Then, using the calculator, the
slope of the transient was plotted using the derivative function.
Finally, with the tdnoise radio button selected on the Direct Plot form, the total
integrated noise was plotted. The Function button was switched to Integ Output
Noise, the modifier was set to Magnitude and the start and stop frequency fields
were entered as the Nyquist range as used in the PNoise settings.
Markers were placed at the time of the crossing event in the transient and slope
plots to determine the value of the slope at that point, which is needed to calculate
the jitter. These were placed on the plot at the jitter event time as shown on the
total noise plot, after the stabilization time (as entered in the PSS settings). An
example plot using the settings above is shown in Figure B.5.
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Figure B.4: Settings used to run a periodic noise analysis on a chain of four inverters







































































































































































































































































































































































































   
















































Figure B.5: Plotted results of a periodic noise analysis on a chain of four inverters
with an input source operating at 4 GHz
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B.2.4 Jitter Calculation
The plot in Figure B.5 gives us the total noise in the circuit and the slope of the
edge at the output of the last inverter in the chain of four. With these values,
the jitter in the whole circuit can be calculated, and then using the total jitter,
the individual jitter for one inverter can be calculated. The circuit used for these
results was a simple inverter with device sizes as shown in Table B.2.









4.559×1010 = 11.3 fs. Because the noise in each inverter is uncorrelated with the rest





+ .... Hence, if the
circuit structure is repeating, the noise in each stage is the same and tjtot =
√
Ntji ,
where N is the number of stages. This means that for a single inverter in the above






This value for the jitter in the inverter has been verified by running simulations
on chains of inverters 4, 8, and 16 units long at input frequencies of 1 GHz, 2 GHz,
and 4 GHz. The results are presented in Table B.3. The values for 4 GHz begin
to deviate as the number of circuit stages increases. This can be attributed to the
fact that the circuit with more stages is approaching its bandwidth and is no longer
fully swinging from rail to rail, resulting in a distorted waveform and altered slope.
Table B.3: Jitter in inverter chains of varying lengths at several input frequencies
Inverter Chain Length
4 8 16
Input Frequency Total Per Stage Total Per Stage Total Per Stage
1 GHz 11.2 fs 5.60 fs 16.0 fs 5.66 fs 22.9 fs 5.72 fs
2 GHz 11.2 fs 5.60 fs 16.1 fs 5.69 fs 23.0 fs 5.75 fs
4 GHz 11.3 fs 5.65 fs 16.7 fs 5.90 fs 24.9 fs 6.22 fs
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